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ABSTRACT
Through interviews, research, observations and the use of service design methods the author of
this report, Jenny Annebäck, executed a Minor Field Study within the field of recycling of PET
bottles in Uganda. The project work resulted in thorough studies of service design thinking and
methodology, sustainable development, the market and situation in Uganda as well as the
consumer group concerned about sustainable development. The result was a pre-study of a
future development of a recycling service, visualized through two stakeholder maps, personas
and a customer journey map. These three tools constitutes a beginning and a solid ground for
further work with developing the service. A service that can contribute to a more sustainable
development in the country of Uganda. In the report, examples are stated how to continue with
the project as well as how it can be applied in other developing countries.

!

The project work of this Minor Field Study(MFS) lasted from November 2011 until June 2012,
as a degree project of 22,5 ECTS credits for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Innovation
and Design Engineering at Karlstad University. The MFS program is organized by the Swedish
International Programme Office for Education and Training and financed by the Swedish
International Development Cooperation Agency, enabling graduating students to perform a
thesis in a developing country.

!

Jenny Annebäck spent the first two months of the project time in Jinja, Uganda, together with
her project partner Olga Sabirova Höjerström, both students at Karlstad University. The two
project group members performed this Minor Field Study together with Sarah Keller, industrial
designer and general manager at Uganda Innovation Factory(UIF). UIF is a product and graphic
design company situated in Jinja, working with local designers to encourage Ugandan design and
production for the global market. The supervising teacher of this project has been Monica
Jakobsson and the examiner professor Fredrik Thuvander, both belonging to the Faculty of
Technology and Science at Karlstad University.

!

SAMMANFATTNING
Genom intervjuer, undersökningar, observationer och användning av tjänstedesignmetoder
utförde författaren av denna rapport, Jenny Annebäck, en Minor Field Study inom återvinning av
PET-flaskor i Uganda. Projektarbetet resulterade i noggranna studier av tjänstedesignmetodik,
hållbar utveckling, situationen och marknaden i Uganda samt konsumentgruppen upptagna av
just hållbar utveckling. Slutresultatet blev i form av en förstudie för en framtida utveckling av en
återvinningstjänst för PET-flaskor. Detta visualiserades med hjälp av två intressentkartor
(stakeholder maps), personas och en kundresekartläggning (customer journey map). Dessa tre
verktyg utgör en början och en solid grund för framtida arbete med utveckling av tjänsten. En
tjänst som kan bidra till en hållbar utveckling i landet. I rapporten ges exempel på hur man kan gå
vidare med projektet samt hur man kan applicera det i andra utvecklingsländer.

!

Projektarbetet inom denna Minor Field Study(MFS) varade från november 2011 till juni 2012 och
utgjorde författarens examensarbete på 22,5 hp på Högskoleingenjörsprogrammet i
Innovationsteknik och Design vid Karlstads universitet. MFS organiseras av Internationella
programkontoret och finansieras av Sida, Styrelsen för Internationellt utvecklingssamarbete, och
möjliggör för kandidatstudenter vid svenska universitet och högskolor att göra ett examensarbete
genom en fältstudie i ett utvecklingsland.

!

Jenny Annebäck spenderade de först två månaderna av projektet i Jinja, Uganda, tillsammans
med Olga Sabirova Höjerström, studiekamrat på Karlstads universitet. De två
projektmedlemmarna utförde MFS projektet tillsammans med Sarah Keller, verksamhetschef på
Uganda Innovation Factory (UIF). UIF är en produkt och grafisk designbyrå i Jinja, som arbetar
med lokala designers för att främja ugandisk design och produktion för en global marknad.
Handledare för Jenny Annebäck har varit Monica Jakobsson och examinator har varit professor
Fredrik Thuvander, båda tillhörande Fakulteten för teknik- och naturvetenskap vid Karlstads
universitet.

!
!
!
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1 | INTRODUCTION
This project of 22,5 ECTS credits is a Degree project for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in
Innovation and Design Engineering, course code MSGC12, at Karlstad University, performed by
Jenny Annebäck. The syllabus of the course is found in the appendix of Project plan 1st edition, see
Appendix 3 | Project plan 1st edition. The examiner for the course was Fredrik Thuvander and the
supervising teacher for Jenny Annebäck was Monica Jakobsson. The project period extended from
November 2011 until June 2012 and was executed partly in Jinja, Uganda and partly in Karlstad,
Sweden. The project is a Minor Field Studies project, MFS, and has been executed together with
the project partner Uganda Innovation Factory, UIF, in cooperation with industrial designer Sarah
Keller, industrial designer and general manager at UIF.

!

1.1 Background
Minor Field Studies is a program financed by Sida, the Swedish International Development
Agency through the Swedish International Program Office for Education and Training,
Internationella Programkontoret. It is a traveling scholarship program for Swedish graduate and postgraduate students that are interested in realizing their bachelor or master thesis in a developing
country. The chosen topic must concern the global development process and touch upon a
country’s economical, social, political, cultural or educational development. The student has to
execute at least 8 weeks of field studies in the country of interest.

!

The project partner Uganda Innovation Factory, is a company within the field of product and
graphic design, situated in Jinja, Uganda. As the orange color indicates on the map in Figure 1.1
on the next page the country of Uganda is situated in East Africa. The neighboring countries are
South Sudan, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of Congo. The town of
Jinja(marked by a red dot on the map in Figure 1.1) is situated in the eastern part of the country,
by the river Nile and the grand Victoria lake.

!

Uganda Innovation Factory(UIF) is working with local designers to encourage Ugandan design
and production for the global market. The partnership with UIF within this MFS project is
meant to bring Jenny Annebäck a deeper insight within the market and the industry in developing
countries as Uganda, as well as connecting Uganda Innovation Factory with Karlstad University.

!
!
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Figure 1.1. A map showing the continent of Africa, with the country of Uganda coloured in orange and the town of Jinja (the
location of the field study) marked with a red dot.

!
During the project period in Jinja, Jenny Annebäck worked side-by-side with Olga Sabirova
Höjerström, fellow-student at Karlstad University. After the field study period the students
continued individually with their own projects in Karlstad, Sweden. The two projects are meant
to result in a common concept.

!

1.2 Problem
The consumption of Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottles is increasing worldwide, and the
trend does not tend to alter within the nearest future. The US National Association for PET
Container Resources, NAPCOR, declares in their annual reports that the american consumers
has increased their purchases of PET bottles ever since the economic crisis of 2008/2009
(National Association for PET Container Resources [NAPCOR] 2011, 2010). This is explained in
the report as a result of, among other reasons, an expanded recycling system for more than 3
million americans.

!

A report from the Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati (Ghoshal & Saha 2005) shows that
the indian consumption of PET bottles increased annually with 30 % up to the year of 2005 and
that it would proceed in that direction throughout the nearest future. The same presumptions
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about the future PET consumption in India is declared by Priya Narayan, in his master thesis
report from Lund University, Sweden (2001).

!

In East Africa the situation is just the same. As in many other developing countries the
consumption of plastics is increasing, especially the consumption of PET. The Middle East/
Africa PET conference of 2010, MEAPET, announces that PET-bottled water has become ”an
essential way of life in Sub-Saharan Africa” (Centre for Management Technology [CMT] 2010).
Due to the last years extended information about water borne diseases in Kenya, Tanzania and
Uganda the consumption of tap-water has decreased while the consumption of bottled water has
increased greatly. The first-named country had of 2010 a consumption of 314 million liter of
bottled water, that is an amount of 628 million 0,5 liter PET bottles (Sambu 2010). The
conference also declares that legislations are underway in some African countries, demanding an
alteration in food packaging material from plastics to PET. This shows proof of an increased
demand and consumption for PET in Africa even in the future.

!

Jinja town, the second largest city in Uganda, is a commercial centre that holds various types of
industries but is also a popular tourist destination. The river Nile is one of the most famous
tourist attractions, with its beautiful shores and its violent rapids. The town has emerged as the
adrenaline centre of East Africa, hosting a numerous amount of activity centers, e.g. within
rafting, kayak, horseback riding and bungy jump (Lonely Planet 2009). The banks of the river
Nile also invites to relaxation at one of the many resorts along the river. Carl Hildingssoni, manager
at 2Friends Guesthouse, Restaurant & Bar in Jinja, came to Jinja in March 2011. Since his
immigration he has experienced an explosion within the tourist business in Jinja; an increased
flow of tourists as well as an expansion of hotels established. Mr Hildingsson believes that the
expansion will continue, especially considering that Uganda was appointed No. 1 country at
Lonely Planet’s Best in Travel: top 10 countries for 2012 (Lonely Planet 2012).

!

The combination of an already growing purchase rate of bottled water among locals and a
massive tourism expansion in Jinja results in a wide disposal of empty PET bottles in the area.
Two hours away, at the Plastic Recycling Industries, PRI, in Kampala(Sterenberg Salinas 2005),
the recycling of PET bottles has been busy since it started in 2006. Compared to the capital of
Kampala, where there is a regular collection of empty PET bottles from hotels, companies and
locals to PRI, the awareness of a possible recycling of PET does barely exist in Jinja.

!

This is where this project was initiated, at the source of the Nile amongst an increasing
consumption of PET bottles. A commercial area where the production industry as well as the
tourism industry are growing constantly and the need for a sustainable future is critical.
i! Carl Hildingsson, Hotel Manager 2Friends Guesthouse, Restaurant & Bar, dialogue February 21st 2012.

!9

!
Problem formulation:
!
”Design a concept for improving the collection of empty PET water bottles

!
!

from hotels in and around Jinja.”

1.3 Purpose and objective

The purpose with this project is to study the existing hotel and restaurant culture in Jinja,
Uganda, in relation with consumption and recycling of PET bottles. It is also to get a deeper
insight and understanding of service design thinking and sustainable development and to
contribute to a reduced environmental stress in the area. Furthermore, the purpose is to explore
and learn about the market, the culture and the industry of Uganda, as a developing country.

!

The objective of the project is to create a suitable and sustainable service solution that enables
and encourages the collection of empty PET water bottles. This is meant to be performed
through observations, interviews and further literary research.

!
!

1.4 Limitations
The project work is aimed to focus on the target group of hotel actors in Jinja; that includes
guests, employees and management. The project runs from October 2011, starting with the work
of the Minor Field Studies application, up until June 2012, when the opposition session is held.
From January 23rd until March 19th 2012 the project is executed on location in Jinja, Uganda. The
rest of the project time is spent in Karlstad, Sweden. The different work methods applied during
the project are those within the product development process, the service design process as well
as the guidelines for product and service development in a developing country.

!10

2 | METHOD
!

2.1 Project planning

The planning process and work of a project is meant to help the project group understand the
project by defining what should be done, who should do it, how it should be done and which
deadlines to adapt to (Eriksson & Lilliesköld 2010). The project work of this project was planned
and structured during two different phases. The first one took place during the winter semester
of 2011, when the project group applied for the Minor Field Studies scholarship for their field
study in Uganda. This phase is referred to below as 2.1.1 Application for Minor Field Studies. The
second planning phase took place at arrival in Uganda and is described below in the sub-chapter
named 2.1.2 Planning the project.

!

2.1.1 Application for Minor Field Studies
The work with the application for the Minor Field Studies scholarship was initiated in October
2011 with the search for a possible project partner in a developing country. Through Gunnar H
Gundersen, professor and teacher at Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences,
HIOA, the project group members got in contact with Sarah Keller. Keller is a former student at
HIOA and general manager at Uganda Innovation Factory of today. Via Skype Jenny Annebäck
and Olga Sabirova Höjerström discussed with Sarah Keller on a possible project focus and
formulated, together with her, a problem to work with.

!

According to the guidelines of the Minor Field Studies application, see Appendix 1, a project
description was written to define the MFS project’s purpose and the background of the problem.
The project description declared the methodology of the field study period, including a budget
and a suggestion for an alternatively project structure. The methodology was primarily written
according to the product development process stated in Produktutveckling - effektiva metoder för
konstruktion och design (Johannesson et al. 2004), including the use of a GANTT chart. A GANTT
chart functions as a time table and visualizes the time requirements and deadlines for each
included activity, showing the project group when things should be done. The tool also helps the
project group to structure and follow-up the work.

!

2.1.2 Planning the project
The first week in Uganda was focused on settling in Jinja and planning the eight weeks of field
study work. The planning of the project was made by Jenny Annebäck and Olga Sabirova
Höjerström together with Sarah Keller and started by developing the existing GANTT chart, to
adapt to the field study process. A Work Breakdown Structure, WBS, was constructed as a tool to
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help the project group plan the project by dividing the project into different phases and subactivities. A WBS is a hierarchical breakdown tool that aims to increased understanding of what
should be done in the project (Eriksson & Lilliesköld 2010).

!

The GANTT chart and the WBS were then used in the document called Project plan, an important
tool in every project and a mutual description of the project. This plan was created with the
methodology and planning tools of the MFS Project description (Appendix 2) as start-off point.
Other than these tools the plan should contain an organization structure, answering to who
should do what, of whom are the responsible project members as well as the resources available
for the project. It also functions as a contract between the project group members and the
constituent or the employer (Eriksson & Lilliesköld 2010) showing the two parts how the project
is planned to be performed. The plan is used throughout the project to ensure the work is
accurately performed.

!

As a help for the project group in their field study in Jinja, a practical and hand-drawn time table
was created at the office. This table was meant to be used as a tool for the group members, to
enable overview over the time elapsed and the time remaining in Jinja. A decision was made by
the group to hold pulse meetings every Monday during the time in Jinja, using the time table as a
tool for follow-up.

!

2.2 Field study I
2.2.1 Waste management at factories
As seen in 3.1.1 Application for Minor Field Studies the project was determined to focus on using
surplus material from factories. Hence, the research phase of the field study was initiated by
visiting several different manufacturing industries in the Jinja area and the industrial areas of
Kampala. The study visits were prepared for as free observations. An observation is, according to
the methodology of Jan-Axel Kylén (2004) in Att få svar, an information gathering method where
the observer becomes the tool being used. As an observer one uses one’s thoughts and past
experiences to realize and understand the current situation. Therefore, an observation is a great
tool when studying a new environment or situation, to be able to understand the context, as in
this field study. Some questions were also prepared for the employees regarding the production
process, material consumption and the waste management at the factory.

!
!
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Below, each factory visit made by the project group is described with the background of each
company.

!

Rwenzori Bottling Company Ltd.

Kampala

The project group were invited by communication officer Sumin Namaganda, together with
Sarah Keller, to the Rwenzori factory in Namanve, one of Kampala’s industrial areas. Rwenzori
Bottling Company is a producer of bottled water and a part of the SABMiller corporate group.
SABMiller is an American and South African owned brewing and bottling company that operates
in six continents and distributes over 150 brands (SABMiller 2012). A guided tour was held at the
factory site, by safety manager Moses Alem, showing the production of water as well as the
production of plastic containers.

!

Crestanks Ltd.

Kampala

Crestanks Limited is one of the companies in the AquaSanTec Group, a collection of companies
that focuses on delivering innovative water and sanitation solutions. Design and production are
adapted to low cost, easy installed and long lasting products. The company offers a wide range of
products within water access, storage and treatment (AquaSanTec 2007). At the factory the
project group and Sarah Keller met with the general manager N. Suresh and got a guided tour at
the production site.

!

Vitafoam (U) Ltd.

Jinja

On the west side of the Nile, opposite from Jinja town, Vitafoam Ltd. is situated. According to
the marketing assistant Dominic Habaruremaii, the company is one of the biggest companies in
Uganda producing foam mattresses, cushions and pillows. They also produce a minor volume of
foam sheets, baby coats and quilts. Their products are primarily sold in Uganda and exported to
the neighboring countries of Tanzania, DR Congo and Rwanda. The project group were given a
guided tour at the factory with quality manager Dasteo Angua.

!

East African Packaging Solutions

Jinja

In the same industrial area as Vitafoam, the East African Packaging Solution factory is situated.
The factory produces and prints corrugated boxes for manufacturing companies in Uganda as
well as DR Congo, Rwanda and Burundi (Ssonko 2009). The project group made a visit to the
factory and were guided through the facilities by quality manager Waisma Geofrey and marketing
executive Ruth P. Wandera.

!
ii!

Dominic Habarurema, Marketing assistant Vitafoam (U) Ltd., dialogue February 13th 2012.
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Southern Range Nyanza Ltd.

Jinja

Southern Range Nyanza Ltd, before called Nytil, is a textile factory that produces fabrics and
manufactures clothes. The project group made a visit to the factory where they got to see the
production and met with the production quality manager Ramachandra Beura and technical
manager A.R. Projupati. According to Projupatiiii the company sells to retailers in Kampala and
exports to Mombasa and Nigeria. It also gets orders from international organizations, such as the
UN and the national military and police force. The company has about 25 000 employees and is
the only textile factory in Uganda.

!

2.2.2 Local production and waste management
Subsequently the research was focused on local production in Jinja town. The interviews were
planned according to the methodology as open interviews (Kylén 2004). An open interview is meant
to focus on a few topics and invite to an open discussion at first, in order to specify the area of
study further on. An interview guide of 13 questions (Appendix 4) concerning production, sales and
waste management was prepared to support the interview sessions. With the help of UIF
colleague Fredrick Ignatius Walu Bingo the interviews were performed in the local language luganda,
with the aim to come closer to the interviewees. The project group were introduced by Fredrick
to the interviewee, by describing the members, the project’s background and the reason for the
interview.

!

From everyday observations in Jinja the project group found that there are several important
local businesses located in town. The professions the group found the most interesting were the
tailoring industry and the metal workshops. To get a deeper insight within the different industries
and their respective market, several interviews within each business were performed, in
accordance with above-mentioned methodology. Another successful and progressing industry in
Jinja is the one of locally produced handicraft and souvenirs. The study of this industry was also
made through a combination of free observations (Kylén 2004), see 2.2.1 Waste management at
factories, and the interview guide. The reason for this research was to study the production, but
primarily to understand the consumer behavior of the customer.

!

2.2.3 Jinja town
As the field study went on, the project group made observations around the town of Jinja
regarding everyday life of the locals. This was important, to understand the situation and get an
insight within habits and behavior patterns.

!
!
!
iii

A.R. Projupati , Technical manager Southern Range Nyanza Ltd., dialogue February 20th 2012.
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2.2.4 Evaluating the situation
The next phase of the pre-study is to evaluate the results from the field study of waste
management. An evaluation and conclusion of the gathered information was made by the project
group in discussion with Sarah Keller, where also the project partners’ general observations and
insights were considered.

!

2.3 Field study II
2.3.1 Research
Due to the result of the preceding phase(see 3.2.4 Evaluating the situation) the project group
continued to work with the new, chosen project focus; consumption and handling of PET bottles. For
the project group to get a deeper insight of the problem, a thorough analyze was undertaken of
the problem situation. The research was mainly performed through interviews with people in
different ways involved in the consumption and handling of PET bottles.

!

Plastic Recycling Industries (U) Ltd.

Nakawa, Kampala

The project group got in contact with the production manager Mariam Namakula at Plastic
Recycling Industries (PRI) through Sumin Namaganda, communication officer at Rwenzori
Bottling Company. A study visit was made to the PRI recycling plant, where the project group
were given a guided tour with administrator Innocent Katungi. The gathering of information was
performed through free observations(see 2.2.1 Waste management at factories) and dialogues with the
personnel.

!

PRI was established in 2006 and is joint-owned by the Rwenzori Bottling Company Ltd. and the
dutch company Plastic Herverwerking Brabant (PHB) (Sterenberg Salinas 2005). The company
collects and purchase different types of plastic waste and recycles it into raw material for plastic
manufacturers locally, around Africa and in China (Matsiko 2010).

!

Interviews with supermarkets in Jinja
The supermarkets in Jinja provide the local people and the tourists with daily groceries, such as
milk, canned food and bottled water. The managers at six of the biggest supermarkets in Jinja,
situated in Lubas Road, were interviewed about their sales and relation to PET bottled water. The
interviews were performed as free interviews as according to Mats Ekholm and Anders Fransson in
Praktisk intervjuteknik (2009). The free interview is a indirect information gathering method used
when researching within a new area of study, with an open view of the problem. It is a flexible
tool that gives the interviewer a possibility to study an interesting topic further, if needed. The
interviewees subjective thoughts and values will also come through and be considered. To get
deeper answers during the interview it requires that the interviewer and the interviewee speaks
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the same language, therefore the project group once again took help from Fredrick Ignatius Walu
Bingo while executing some of the interviews. The interviews were based upon a survey of
prepared questions(see Appendix 5). The questions concerns the chosen topic but is presented in
an open way to enable free interpretation by the interviewee.

!

Interviews with hotels and restaurants in Jinja
The management and personnel at 5 the hotels and restaurants in Jinja were interviewed, those
were 2Friends Guesthouse, Restaurant and Bar, Mayfair Safari Hotel, Flavours restaurant and café, Jinja Nile
Resort and adrift Riverbase. The interviews were held to understand the consumption of bottled
water among tourists in Jinja. The same interview methodology was used as for the
supermarkets; that is free interviews (Ekholm, Fransson 2009) with the help of a survey of 8
prepared questions (see Appendix 6). Less formal observations were also made by the project
group through private visits as guests to different hotels and restaurants in town.

!

Interview with local distributor of bottled water in Jinja
During the research at supermarkets, hotels and restaurants the project group found that there is
a local distributor in Jinja, distributing Rwenzori water to the authorized dealers (see 3.3.1
Research). A visit was made to their office in Lubas road, to study the handling of the PET
bottles, using the questions in Appendix 5 as ground for discussion.

!

2.3.2 Literary ground on developing countries
The research phase was continued through literary studies about development, markets and
behavior within developing countries. Two books were specifically studied, after
recommendations from Sarah Keller at UIF; The fortune at the Bottom Of the Pyramid by C.K.
Prahalad (2010) and Africa Rising by Vijay Mahajan (2009).

!

2.3.3 Target area and target group
After researching and studying literature the project group discussed on some limitations for the
project, to enable a more focused project work and to further define the problem. The limitations
were supposed to concern target area and target group within the problem.

!

2.4 Problem analysis
Due to the result from above-mentioned research (2.3.1) and literature studies (2.3.2) the project
group found that the problem of the handling of PET bottles was wider than expected. The next
step in the process was therefore to divide the problem. Up to this moment, the two project
members had been working together as a group with a common problem. From this point
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forward the two students will work with one individual sub-problem but with a final and
common concept that will facilitate the handling of empty PET bottles.

!

2.5 Case-study
As the two sub-problems now were defined, the next phase in the project consisted of studying
and finding a solution for the chosen problem; design a concept for improving the collection of empty PET
water bottles at restaurants and hotels in Jinja.

!

2.5.1 Ideation in Jinja
An ideation workshop was held together with Olga Sabirova Höjerström at the UIF office in
Jinja together with five colleagues and friends from the local community. The theme of the
workshop was recycling of PET bottles with different approaches. The workshop was planned
according to the idea management methodology described in Idéagenten (Michanek & Breiler
2007), with Olga Sabirova Höjerström and Jenny Annebäck as creative supervisors. Guidelines
were written to clarify the meaning and importance of an idea management session. There was
also a schedule set up for the workshop session.

!

Together with Olga Sabirova Höjerström, Jenny Annebäck created and carried out a warm-up
method with the aim to engage the five participants and to actuate their creative thinking. The
participants were showed an object by one of the supervisors and then asked to come up with
ideas about how one could use this object. The group was divided into two smaller groups
competing with each other, to generate a motivating and creative atmosphere. The objects used
were a tie, a pen and a small PET bottle.

!

During the ideation session three ideation methods were used; What if?, Visual confetti and 6-3-5,
planned and executed according to Idéagenten (Michanek & Breiler 2007). The method What if ?,
Vad om? in Swedish, is a method where the participants get to concretize and solve a problem
using different roles, professions and situations as tools for inspiration. One is supposed to put
oneself in a another persons shoes, e.g. an artist in a gallery, and try to solve the problem out of
the persons perspective. The roles are visualized through pictures showing the character in a
specific situation. The roles used for the method were the grandmother playing with her
grandchildren, the rockstar just getting of the stage from a gig, the thorough and efficient
cleaning lady and the hotel manager concerned about his personnel. With the inspiration from
these roles the participants had to solve the problem ”How do we encourage locals to recycle plastics?”.
All the ideas that comes up during the session is shared with the other participants.

!
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Visual confetti (Michanek & Breiler 2007) is also a method using pictures as inspiration. But
instead of demonstrating roles, the pictures let the group associate freely to generate solutions
for a given problem. The pictures could be of both an abstract and a concrete expression. In this
method 10 pictures were used to inspire the participants and as for the method What if ?, all ideas
are shared with the other participants. The participants were given two problems to solve during
this method, as stated below.

!

- How do we get locals more interested in recycling plastic bottles?

!

- How do we encourage hotel/restaurant staff to recycle plastic bottles?

In the method 6-3-5 (Michanek & Breiler 2007), on the other hand, the participants get to solve
the given problem individually. Instead of discussing the ideas, the participants develops each
other’s ideas individually or finds inspiration through them. According to the authors of Idéagenten
(Michanek & Breiler 2007), the method is called 6-3-5 due to the fact that 6 participants create or
develop every other participant’s 3 ideas during 5 minutes each. It is a quantitive method
generating plenty of ideas during a short amount of time. During this method the same problem
formulations were used as for the method Visual confetti, see above.

!

2.5.2 Re-planning the project
From this point forward the rest of the project time was spent in Karlstad, Sweden. Since Jenny
Annebäck now continued individually with her sub-problem, a new project planning phase had to
take place. The planning of the maintaining rest of the project was performed in the same way as
in the beginning of the project, with a revised GANTT chart, an updated WBS and a new
Project plan (see 2.1.2 Planning the project) as according to the theory in Produktutveckling - effektiva
metoder för konstruktion och design (Johannesson et al. 2004) and Handbook for small projects (Eriksson
& Lilliesköld 2010).

!

2.5.3 Service design studies
To get a deeper understanding of service design thinking and the methodology of the service
development process the book This is service design thinking (Stickdorn & Schneider 2011) was
studied. The book is meant to serve the reader as an introduction into service design. Above all,
it contains basic theory about the service design process and a toolbox of methods to be used
during the process, helping the reader to grasp the concept of service design in a visually
attractive way.

!
!
!
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2.5.4 Limiting the project
As a result from the literary study on service design (see 3.5.3 Service design studies) Jenny Annebäck
got a deeper insight within the field of service design and development. As the development
process implies involving the user to a great extent in the process, some limitations had to be
done to the continuing project process.

!

2.5.5 Service design tools
The first thing to do after delimiting the project was to decide on which service design methods
to use in the exploration phase. With the help and inspiration of the service design toolbox in
This is service design thinking (Stickdorn & Schneider 2011), see Figure 2.1, five methods were
chosen. The decision was based on the wish to understand and explore the experiences of the
target group (manager, staff, guest at a hotel) and get inspiration to possible touch-points.

!

Figure 2.1. The service design tool box from This is service design thinking (Stickdorn & Schneider 2011) expressed realistically on
post-it notes.

!
The five methods chosen were Idea generation, What if?, Stakeholder map, Personas and Customer
journey map (Stickdorn & Schneider 2011), as seen in Figure 2.2 below. The idea generation
method is a concept for executing several ideation methods, as the project group did at the
ideation workshop in Jinja (2.5.1 Ideation in Jinja). During this workshop the method What if ? was
used, with the methodology of Michanek and Breiler (2007). Due to the positive experience from
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this method, it was chosen to be executed once again. This time with the methodology of
Stickdorn and Schneider (2011) (see 3.5.7 Ideation in Karlstad) where the difference is that this
methodology focuses on scenarios more than roles or professions.

!

Figure 2.2. The chosen service design methods visualized; Idea generation including the method What if?; the Stakeholder map; the
Customer journey map and Personas.

!
Working with a Stakeholder map (Stickdorn & Schneider 2011) implies that one makes a list of
all possible stakeholders within the service, their motivators and interests. Connections and
interactions are also pointed out. Personas (Stickdorn & Schneider 2011), on the other hand, are
used to represent a functional profile from the target group. A persona is created by gathering
information about the users and then grouping the info into fictional characters. These will
represent the target group in further ideation work. The Customer journey map (Stickdorn &
Schneider 2011) is a method where one follows a user through a service, pointing out all touchpoints and evidence occurring on the way through the service. The method is a great tool for
understanding the user’s experience on a close level.

!

As a result of choosing these five above-mentioned service design methods, Jenny Annebäck
came to an understanding of what kind of research that had to be undertaken to be able to
execute some of the methods. With this insight as a benchmark, the research work, was executed
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to acquire enough information to use the methods. This research work is to be found below,
under 2.5.6 Stakeholders and 2.5.7 Recycle behavior and attitudes.

!

2.5.6 Stakeholders
The scenario studied during this phase was determined to when a PET water bottle is sold to a
guest at a hotel. The research of stakeholders within the scenario was begun already during the
problem analysis phase in Jinja, see 2.3 Field study II, when interviews and observations were
performed at different hotels and in the town of Jinja. It was now continued by searching the
web for reports on recycling processes and organizations linked to the scenario; governmental
and non-governmental (NGO’s). The stakeholders and the processes found were visualized in
illustrations.

!

2.5.7 Recycle behavior and attitude
Web-based survey
To understand the underlying reason for why people, used to recycle materials, actually recycle, a
web-based survey was created. The survey was designed according to the methodology of
constructing and testing surveys in Att få svar (Kylén 2004). The following four construction
steps were performed: first draft, try-out, final version and publish and remind. The first draft was
created by defining the aim with the survey, what kind of topics to ask about and what kind of
question types to use. Subsequently the questions were constructed, in Swedish, to match the
receivers of the survey. An introductory and a closing text describing the background and
purpose of the survey were also written. The compilation of introduction, questions and closing
text is to be found in Appendix 11. When designing the survey these elements were put in a
formulary at the free online survey software SurveyMonkey (SurveyMonkey 2012), using their
BASIC plan tool. The web link was send to four fellow-students for try out and evaluation. The
students were provided with three questions after answering the survey, as seen below:

!

1.

What was the time requirement for answering the survey?

2.

Did you understand the purpose with the survey?

3.

Do you have any comments or remarks?

!

The responds given from the fellow-students were used when developing the final version of the
survey. The final version was thereafter finalized on SurveyMonkey and the web link was
published on the wall of Jenny Annebäck at the social media websites Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn. The link was published at three different occasions to remind the receivers to respond.
The people connected to Jenny Annebäck at the social networks are most Swedes or Norwegians.

!
!
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Telephone interviews
With the same purpose as for the survey, telephone interviews were planned and performed with
two companies within the Swedish recycling business; Returpack AB and Panteriet Sverige KB. The
interviews were planned according to the same methodology as for the hotels and restaurants in
Jinja, free interviews (Ekholm, Fransson 2009). Returpack AB (Returpack AB 2012) is a privatelyowned company that aims to increase the recycling of PET bottles and cans in Sweden. The
company is responsible for the Swedish recycling system of empty ready-to-consume beverages;
communicate information about the recycling system, handle the refunding and coordinate the
collection of the PET bottles and cans. The Swedish recycling system is based on a refund; the
consumer pays an extra fee when purchasing the bottle, and then gets it back when he or she
recycles the bottle. The recycling machines are to be found in grocery stores and only accepts
one bottle or can at a time. Together with Panteriet Sverige, Returpack initiated the campaign
Panta i Sverige (Panteriet Sverige 2010), aimed at hotels and restaurants in Sweden. Panteriet offers
restaurants, hotels, organizations and private individuals with a high production of empty
beverage packages to deposit all their empty packages at a local recycling station. Panteriet also
offers to collect the packages themselves.

!

Study on eco-tourism
Due to the results from the literary ground (3.3.2 Literary ground on developing countries), further
studies were also performed on the types of international tourists visiting Africa, since they are
the majority of the guests staying at hotels. According to Africa Rising (Mahajan 2009) they are
usually concerned about supporting the local communities and creating a sustainable future for
them, therefore this kind of tourism was studied.

!
!
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2.5.8 Ideation in Karlstad
As a result from the research period, initiated by the choice of service design methods, another
ideation workshop was held. This time with five fellow-students in Karlstad, Sweden. The aim
with the workshop was to get inspiration for interactions and touch points within the recycling
service.

!

The warm-up method as well as the method What if? were used once again, now with the
methodology of Stickdorn and Schneider (2011). What if ? was used in combination with the
method My creative idol (Michanek & Breiler 2007) and this time performed by people in Sweden
accustomed to the method. Besides those two methods Fish-trip stories and Random word association
were performed, according to the methodology of Michanek and Breiler (see Figure 2.3, Figure
2.4 and Figure 2.5 below).

To the left Figure 2.3. Picture showing the method Vad om? used at the ideation workshop in Karlstad, taken from Idéagenten
(Michanek & Breiler 2007).
Upper right Figure 2.4. Picture showing the method Random word association in Idéagenten (Michanek & Breiler 2007).
Lower right Figure 2.5. Picture showing the method Fish-trip stories in Idéagenten (Michanek & Breiler 2007).

!
!
!
!
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The problem used during these methods was defined as seen below;

!

”Find an approach that engages and motivates staff at hotels and restaurants in Jinja to recycle
PET. The recycle process should take place inside the hotel and benefit the staff.
Besides the above-mentioned, make sure the staff observe and understand new objects in their
natural and daily work environment.”

!

Expressed in a more precise way, the participants where given three problem formations, one of
them used during each method:

!

1. ”How do we motivate people to recycle?”
2. ”How do you get someone to notice a new phenomenon in an already known environment?”
3. ”How do you get a stressed person to notice a new phenomenon in an already known

!

environment?”

For the warm-up method a plastic spork (a cutlery hybrid of a spork, a knife and a spoon) and a
coffee cup were used as objects. The participants were competing against each other by creating
ideas on how these objects could be used individually and together.

!

The first ideation method performed was the combination of What if ? and My creative idol,
where four characters (the Disney cartoon Goofy, the current Swedish Minister for foreign affairs
Carl Bildt, the character Rachel Green in the sitcom ”Friends” and the talk show host Oprah
Winfrey) and four environments (a boat at sea, an office, a park and a restaurant) were used as
inspiration.

!

The second method performed was the Fish-trip stories method. The creative supervisor, Jenny
Annebäck, stated four exaggerations that were used as triggers in the idea generating process of
how to get someone to notice a new phenomenon in an already known environment;

!

- the person is blind
- the person is extremely rich
- the person truly believes he is an astronaut on the moon

!

- the person really needs to take a leak.

During the work with Random word association, the participants were using no tools but their
own association ability to create the method. These words, in combination with the purpose of
motivating someone to recycle, were supposed to initiate the idea generation process during this
method.
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2.6 Final result and visualization
After studying the service design process and it’s methodical tools, possible stakeholders and
recycle behavior as well as possible touch-points and interactions it was now time to conclude
theses studies with the help of three of the methods described in 2.5.5 Service design tools;
Stakeholder map, Personas and Customer journey map (Stickdorn & Schneider 2011).

!

2.6.1 Stakeholder map and interactions
When compiling the stakeholder map, useful information was collected both from the interviews
with supermarkets, hotels, restaurants and the distribution centre in Jinja as well as PRI (3.3.1
Research). Much information was also given from the result of the literary study of PET recycling
processes (3.5.5 Stakeholders). All this information was compiled into a stakeholder map
(Stickdorn & Schneider 2011), showing in-house and external stakeholders within the life-cycle
of a PET bottle sold at a hotel. Possible interactions between the stakeholders were also
indicated.

!

2.6.2 Personas
For the creation of personas, information was gathered from the stakeholder map, interviews in
Jinja, the stakeholder study (3.5.5 Stakeholders) and the study of recycle behavior (3.5.6 Recycle
behavior and attitude). Three personas were created, to match the stakeholders closest to the PET
bottle, describing the typical user of the service (Stickdorn & Schneider 2011).

!

2.6.3 Customer journey map
The customer journey map was created by using the three personas as journey objects. With the
help of the information from the interviews in Jinja and the ideas from the two ideation
workshops (3.5.1 Ideation in Jinja and 3.5.7 Ideation in Karlstad), the three personas where followed
through a hotel visit of a guest and all occurring touch-points were observed (Stickdorn &
Schneider 2011).

!

2.6.4 Exhibition
An exhibition was held as a mandatory step in the course MSGC12 at Stora Torget in Karlstad,
May 24th 2012. The exhibition was performed by the course participants, as the mandatory part
included planning, constructing, designing and participating in the exhibition. Every participant
was responsible for it’s own showcase, presenting their project work for the public.

!

Jenny Annebäck prepared her showcase together with Olga Sabirova Höjerström, as they worked
with a common problem of the handling of PET bottles in Jinja.
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3 | RESULT
!

3.1 Project planning

3.1.1 Application for Minor Field Studies
The project members’ discussion with Sarah Keller via Skype resulted in a project focus of the
local waste management situation. Sarah Keller shared her knowledge and experiences of the
Ugandan culture and way of life to the project group, giving them many interesting insights.
From the discussion on Skype the project group started it’s first research phase, concentrated on
the project focus. This research led to several discussions between the project partners, resulting
in a defined problem to work with, as stated below.

!

”Develop a product from waste material with functionality and

!

production process adapted to the user needs.”

The definition of the problem is based on research material demonstrating the country’s inability
to handle the massive amount of waste generated in the urban areas of the country, as proved in
the MFS Project description, see Appendix 2. The problem with the waste has created hard
contamination of the inland waters, above all the Nile river and the Victoria lake. The increased
production of waste is due to high population growth and altered consumption habits. The lack
of well-organized recycling processes in the country obstructs the situation even more. Hence,
the focus of the project was to utilize the waste in the development of a new product and by that
reduce the contamination of Ugandan inland waters.

!

The project description (Appendix 2) was written in Swedish and given the title Från avfall till
vinstfall - en hållbar produktframtagning för befolkningen i Jinja, Uganda, translated in English into ”From
waste to profit - a sustainable product development process for the people in Jinja, Uganda”.

!

The methodology of the field study, described in the document, was planned to follow the
subsequent phases; problem concretizing, brief, research, user analysis, specification of demands,
function analysis, idea generation and preparation of half-time presentation. The alternatively
project structure discussed possible problems that could occur, e.g. that the research could result
in a changed problem focus.

!
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3.1.2 Planning the project
When arrived in Jinja the project group started their project work by, once again, discussing the
problem together with the project partner UIF. In accordance with recommendations and
insights from Sarah Keller the project group decided on focusing the problem towards industrial
waste, in contrast to domestic waste. A reason for the change of focus was the fact that there is a
big industrial area outside Jinja, with industries within many different businesses. The town of
Jinja does also host several local productions. The waste from these industries is easier to
examine and at the same time comes in larger volume than the domestic waste. Thus, a new
definition of the problem was created, as seen below.

!

”Using surplus material from factories to create a sustainable product
or concept that can be produced or executed locally.”

!

This problem and it’s following research phase were considered when planning the field study,
starting by compiling the project plan (Appendix 3). Some project phases were added to the
methodology from the project description, such as project planning, concept generation and evaluation
and choice of concept. In the project plan the project group declares the assessment of possible risks
that can occur, as well as how the documents will be managed within the group. The syllabus of
the course MSGC12, guidelines for the project group as well as GANTT and WBS are to be
found in the appendix of the document.

!

In the GANTT the different project phases are found in the left column and the week numbers
on the top line, as showed in the project plan in Appendix 3. As seen in the GANTT chart, the
table shows where the different phases are performed by the name of the location; Karlstad - Jinja
Karlstad

Uganda

Karlstad

PROJECT PHASE
- Karlstad.
Critical deadlines, such as the hand-in of the project plan on February 8th, are indicated
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in the chart through vertical lines, showing the concerned phase of the project, as seen in the cutProject planning

Concretizing problem

- Project
plan GANTT chart in Figure 3.1.
outBrief
from
the
Research

Specification of demands
Function analysis
Idea generating and development
Evaluation and choice of concept
Concept development

EASTER

Examination
Produktionsekonomi

User analysis

Modelling and prototyping
Half-time presentation
Literature studies
Report
Final presentation
Exhibition
Opposition

22/3$Half)time$presentation

?/5$Final$presentation

8/2$Hand)in:$Project$plan
?/5$Hand)in:$Report

Figure 3.1. Cut-out from GANTT chart, showing different phases in color and deadlines, indicated with?/5$Exhibition
vertical lines.
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The Work Breakdown Structure, for the development of a sustainable, locally produced product made
out of surplus material, is visualized in a tree structure, see Appendix 3. The structure is showing the
included phases and sub-activities from the first planning steps of the project up until the
finalisation phase.
The project phases defined are Planning, Start-up, Pre-study, Idea generation, Concept development,
Concept evaluation, Final development and Presentation & documentation. There are up to three different
levels of activities within each project phase, hierarchical organised, as shown in the cut-out from
the WBS in Figure 3.2.

!

A sustainable, locally produced product made out of surplus material

1. Planning

2. Start-up

3. Pre-study

1.1 Apply
for MFS

2.1 Arrive
UIF (Jinja)

3.1 Fact
collection

1.2 Contact
companies

2.2 Brief

1.3 Project
plan
1.4 Gantt

4. Idea
generation

3.1.1
Material
research
3.1.1.1
Factory
visits

5. Concept
development

4.1
Creative
methods

5.1
Concept
description

4.2
Systematic
methods

5.2
Modelling

3.1.1.2
Local
market

3.1.2

Figure 3.2. Cut-out from the WBS tree structure.

!
The hand-drawn time time table was created by the project group (see Figure 3.3 on the next
page) for the 2 months of project time on location in Jinja. The time table was put up on one of
the walls at UIF, where the project group had their office area. Every Monday morning during
the project time in Jinja the group hold pulse meetings to discuss the project work. During these
meetings, the group discussed the outcomes of the preceding week and planned the following
week with the help of the time table.

!
!
!
!

!
!
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Figure 3.3. Picture of the hand-drawn time table, in the office at UIF.

!
3.2 Field study I
3.2.1 Waste management at factories
Rwenzori Bottling Company Ltd.

Kampala

The guided tour with safety manager Moses Alem at the Rwenzori factory gave the project group
useful information about the water filtering process as well as the production of plastic bottles
and containers and the waste management. The factory produces two types of water, the
common ”Rwenzori Pure Natural Mineral Water” and the more exclusive ”Rwenzori Premium
Finest”. The purification of water consists of two different processes; one macro and one micro
filter process, where the water runs through e.g. a ozone filter, a sand filter and a UV filter. Pellets
of PET, Polyethylene Terephthalate, and HDPE, High Density Polyethylene (Figure 3.4 on next page) are
melted and formed through injection moulding processes to test-tube shaped pipes respective
caps. The pipes are then blown into bottles of different volumes (Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 on next
page).
The waste management at the Rwenzori factory is well-developed. All waste material; cut-offs,
deformed containers and bottles from the production of plastics, are ground into pellets. The
pellets are then transported to the Plastic Recycling Industries, a plastic waste management plant
joint-owned by Rwenzori (Sterenberg Salinas 2005). At the plant the plastic material from
Rwenzori and the recycled plastic are sold to further non-virgin plastic production.

!
!
!
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Left Figure 3.4. Pellets of PET and injection moulded test-tubes and cap.
Middle Figure 3.5. The 0,5 litre bottle and it’s corresponding injection moulded pipe.
Right Figure 3.6. The 1,5 litre bottle and it’s corresponding injection moulded pipe.

!
Crestanks Ltd.

Kampala

The plastic tanks manufactured at Crestanks’ factory are produced through melted plastic powder
rotated in a heated metal form. The plastic used is virgin Linear Low Density Polyethylene, LLDPE,
while the outside of the tank is dressed with recycled LLDPE. The factory also produces sanitary
solutions, as toilets and urinals, whom are produced with injection moulding. The waste produced
at the factory is shipped to China for recycling, some of the material are then brought back for
re-production.

!

Vitafoam (U) Ltd.

Jinja

Vitafoam uses a mixture of the chemicals polyol and TDI, Toluene Diisocyanate, to produce foam
mattresses, pillows and cushions. Added to the chemicals are, among other things, silicone and
water, to bind the mixture. The density of the foam product is determined by the formula of the
mixture, according to the wish of the customer. The foam is produced in a heating tunnel, where
the chemical reactions take place to enable the formation of the foam.

!

The management of Vitafoam believe that it is important to use 100% of the material produced,
including waste material, since it contains chemicals that must not end up in the nature.
Therefore, all the surplus material, such as off-cuts and deformed pieces, are granulated and used
as filling in pillows and cushions or in orthopedic mattresses (as seen in Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8 and
Figure 3.9 on next page).

!
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Left Figure 3.7. Granulated surplus material from Vitafoam factory.
Middle Figure 3.8. Cushions filled with granulated material.
Right Figure 3.9. Close-up of an orthopaedic mattress of compressed granulated material.

!
East African Packaging Solutions

Jinja

The factory uses paper mass, imported from South Africa and Australia, to produce corrugated
boxes (Figure 3.11) according to the customer’s quality demands regarding thickness and density.
The company also offers to design, cut and print the boxes graphically. The factory produces a
lot of surplus material that to a large extent comes from the cut-offs while stamping out the
box’s shape, see Figure 3.10.

Upper left Figure 3.10. Cut-offs from the stamping of boxes.
Lower left Figure 3.11. Products design and produced at the East African Packaging Solutions factory.
Right Figure 3.12. The compressing machine in the backyard.
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In the backyard of the factory, the company has their waste management zone. Although it looks
chaotic, the personnel working in the zone handles 100% of the cardboard waste by compressing
and baling the material in a compressing machine, see Figure 3.12 on preceding page. The bales
are then sent to a recycling plant and sold to further production as recycled paper mass.

!

Southern Range Nyanza Ltd.

Jinja

The production of fabrics and clothes at the Southern Range Nyanza factory consists of four
departments; Spinning, Weaving, Processing and Garbage. There is also a section where the
cotton arrives, gets cleaned and grind into cotton fibre. Besides the four producing departments,
the factory has their own fire department due to occurring accidents in the machines.

!

There is a high production of waste material at the textile factory; however, everything is
consider a resource. A large amount of the surplus material is sold to the furniture industry, as
filling for cushions and sofas. The rest of the material is used as fuel at the factory’s own boilers.
The boilers uses the water from the neighboring river Nile, and cleans it thoroughly before
sending it into the processing departments of the factory. The only surplus material not being
used at the factory is the ashes from the boilers. The management is currently looking for a
potential buyer for the ash.

!

3.2.2 Local production and waste management
Tailors at Main Street and Central market in Jinja
The result from the interviews was, more often than not, a dialogue between Fredrick and the
tailor, with the 13 questions as base material for conversation. The conversations showed that the
produced items among the local tailors in Jinja differs from suits and dresses to school uniforms
and bags, produced mainly from cotton, polyester, nylon and kitenge, an east-African fabric.
Mainly all the local tailors uses a type of treadle sewing machine for their production, see Figure
3.13 on the next page. The treadle machine uses only straight seam and is operated by the tailor
through the treadle mechanism, which is linked to the sewing machine by a leather belt, see Figure
3.14 on the next page.

!

A majority of the tailors use or sell their surplus material. Just like the cut-offs from Southern
Range Nyanza Ltd. the surplus material from the tailors are sold to producers of furnitures, for
filling in sofas and pillows. The rest is used for children clothes och smaller items. One woman
even uses some of her bigger off-cuts while teaching other women how to sew, as she functions
as a teacher and coach after working hours. She is also the only tailor collaborating with local
NGO’s, selling them her material to further textile production.

!
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Left Figure 3.13. The typical treadle sewing machine used by the tailors in Jinja.
Right Figure 3.14. The treadle mechanism under the sewing table.

Metal workshops in Kirinja Road in Jinja
The metal workshops in Kirinja Road produces mainly steel products, such as bunk beds, doors,
gates and window frames for both private and corporate customers, see Figure 3.15. The
workshops differ in their type of organization; some are individual businesses that share the
workspace while others are working together as a company. The work consists of cutting,
bending, rolling and welding the metal pieces(Figure 3.16). All the processing work is being
performed manually. The material used are mainly steel sheets and bars, but also off-cuts from
bigger steel industries (Figure 3.17).

Left Figure 3.15. Bunk beds of steel outside a metal workshop at Kirinja Road.
Middle Figure 3.16. A metal worker is measuring a metal piece, to manually saw it.
Right Figure 3.17. The courtyard at one of the metal workshops, with steel bars and window frames.

!
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The surplus material from the workshops are either being used in detailed metal work or sold to
the metal waste material dealer in Kirinja Road. The dealer collects all waste material, e.g. off-cuts
and bulky metal parts, from the workshops and transports the metal waste to a metal factory
where the waste material is recycled. The recycled material is being used in new production of
bars and sheets, but also for producing special types of safety boxes. A metal dealer in town buys
steel material from the factory and then sells it, once again, to the workshops.

!

Handicraft and souvenir shops at Main Street in Jinja
Main Street in Jinja is full of handicraft and souvenir shops, filled with jewelry, bags, decorating
objects and fabrics. The most popular items for tourists to buy are the typical paper bead
necklaces and the kitenge bags; objects that are not bulky. The paper beads are made out of
recycled newspaper material, rolled and dressed with lacquer, and is a Ugandan innovation. In
addition to the beads, many of the shop owners produce other souvenirs, often using natural
materials like banana leafs and bones.

!

Another observation made on Main Street is that among all the souvenir shops you also find a lot
of small kiosks; selling water, snacks and chocolate, creative studios with artists and other
craftsmen and coffeehouses crowded with lunch guests. It is a busy street with not only tourists,
but also a lot of local people shopping and eating.

!

3.2.3 Jinja town
From the everyday life in Jinja town, the project group observed different behaviors and habits
of the locals. For example, the habit of throwing waste on the street was something common
and something that people did not react to. As seen in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.20, on the next
page, the waste, such as empty PET bottles, is disposed in the nature or by the side of the road.
There seems to be no waste management thinking, when it comes to waste produced outside the
homes. In Figure 3.19 one can see plastic tapes, lying on the ground at the Central market. This is
how it ends up, if someone does not find interest in using them. An example of re-used waste
was found close to Kirinja Road, as seen in Figure 3.21. The picture shows old rims and paint
buckets remade into charcoal grills, sold to locals.

!
!
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Upper left Figure 3.18. Waste thrown in a verge, next to Jinja road on the way to Kampala.
Lower left Figure 3.19. Plastic tapes thrown at the ground at the Central market in Jinja.
Upper right Figure 3.20. Empty PET bottles thrown in the nature, in Jinja.
Lower right Figure 3.21. Re-use of waste; charcoal grills made out of rims and paint buckets.

!
3.2.4 Evaluating the situation
Together with Sarah Keller from UIF, the project group discussed the outcomes from the field
study of waste management. The results show that there is a high efficiency of taking advantage
of the waste, especially at the manufacturing industries. The waste was either recycled, used as
fuel or sold to further industries for other types of production. This resulted in a situation where
the project group faced a problem that did not exist, they found themselves back at square one.
A change of focus had to be done. From observations in the everyday life as well as information
from the study visit to Rwenzori Bottling Company Ltd. (3.2.1 Waste management at factories) the
project group found that the consumption of PET water bottles were massive, but the handling
of the bottles after consumption were underdeveloped, if not non-existent. As seen in Figure 3.18
and Figure 3.19 the bottles are treated as waste, often deposited in the nature. As the biggest water
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producer in the country, the Rwenzori factory produces 300 000 bottles of water everyday,
distributing all over the country. The most of the bottled water is transported to Kampala and
the bigger villages like Jinja and Entebbe as the population is higher in those areas. The areas are
also major tourist destinations; Kampala as the capital, Jinja as the adrenaline centre of East
Africa (1.2 Problem) whereas Entebbe is the town hosting the national airport of Uganda, situated
on the Victoria lake shore. The tourists are, as the local people, a contributor to the massive
consumption. By that, the problem with the disposed PET bottles is critical in these areas. Thus
the project group decided on re-focusing the study on the consumption and handling of PET water
bottles in Jinja.

!
!

3.3 Field study II
3.3.1 Research
The research phase started with formulating a problem to work with, as seen below, where the
formulation was held open to enable different directions for the group members further on in
the project.
”Facilitate the handling of PET water bottles in Jinja, Uganda”

!
Plastic Recycling Industries (U) Ltd.

Nakawa, Kampala

With the above-mentioned problem formulated, the project group initiated the problem analysis
research phase by visiting the Plastic Recycling Industries in Nakawa, to learn more about the
recycling of plastics. At the factory the project group were shown around the premises by
administrator Innocent Katungiiv. The group also had a meeting with the production manager
Mariam Namakulav and got to discuss the process and the life cycle of the PET water bottles.
The plant receives plastic waste from different suppliers, such as Kampala City Council(KCC),
Rwenzori Bottling Company factory and individuals around the area. The waste consists of a
majority of PET bottles in different sizes but there is also a big amount of different plastic cans
and crates delivered to the plant. PRI receives about 4 tons of PET water bottles everyday from
KCC, the corresponding value from individuals is 10-12 tons daily. There are about 120 people
working with the assorting and recycling process and 35 people within administration at the PRI
plant.

iv
!

Innocent Katungi, Administrator PRI, dialogue February 23rd 2012.

v!

Mariam Namakula, Production Manager PRI, dialogue February 23rd 2012.
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RECYCLING PROCESS OF PLASTICS

The procedure of recycling plastics at PRI is divided into 4 steps; sorting, weighing, processing and
storing. The first step, sorting, consists of manually sorting the items into different types of plastic
material and removing any paper seal or metal pieces. The most common ones are categorized as
blow, injections, PET, TPE and PP. PET items are sorted into two different types; PET-PI, nonused bottles, and PET-PC, used bottles. The PET-PI bottles are delivered directly from Rwenzori
Bottling Company factory, as they are damaged from production and therefore unusable.
The second step in the process is weighing the different types of plastic waste. The suppliers of
waste are then paid according to Table 3.1 below; the compensation depends on if the supplier
delivers the waste to the plant or if PRI has to collect it.

!

Plastic type
Blow, Injections, TPE, PP

PET-PC

Delivered by

Compensation/kg

Supplier

1000 USH

PRI

950 USH

Supplier

600 USH

PRI

550 USH

Table 3.1. Table showing the compensation given for plastic waste delivered to PRI.

The processing of plastics, which is the third step in the recycling procedure, is performed in
three steps; crushing, cleaning and drying of plastics. The plastic items are first put onto a
conveyor belt that brings them in to the crushing section. Here, the shape or appearance of the
item does not affect the outcome of the crushing process. After being crushed the plastic chips
are being rinsed and cleaned from dirt and contamination in the machine. Thereafter they are
dried before taken out and bagged. In the storage room the plastic chips are assorted and kept in
bags and then stocked for transport to other parts in Africa, China, Pakistan and Europe for
further non-virgin plastic production.

!

The above-mentioned process is executed in three different machines. Two of the machines
processes PET, with one more powerful and efficient than the other. This machine, called the
Zerma, was rebuilt to meet the increased demand for recycling PET.

!

DISCUSSION WITH PRODUCTION MANAGER MARIAM NAMAKULA

The amount of received plastic waste differs a lot during a year, but according to Ms Namakula
the amount increases during rainy season. The reason is that PET bottles and other plastic items
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are being washed down the rivers and streams when the rain comes. They all end up in different
collecting places where locals can come and easily collect them.

!

The recycling plant is able to receive and process more than what they do today, according to Ms
Namakula. Therefore an expansion of the collection of plastics, and above all, PET bottles is
possible and very much appreciated by the PRI. Today PRI possesses two trucks that collects
plastic waste from locals all around Kampala.

!

When the project group asked Ms Namakula about PRI’s interest in collaborating with
restaurants and hotels she answered positively. Although, she thought the idea about collecting
empty PET bottles from restaurants at the time of deliverance of water could be harmful to the
Rwenzori brand. She described it as if the brand could be associated with waste and dirt, instead
of the feeling of cleanliness and purity that they want to convey. Besides that, she was positive to
further collection and recycling of PET. The discussion with Mariam Namakula gave the project
group an intention that the project was heading in the right direction and that a potential
collaboration with Rwenzori was possible. The project group decided to continue the research
about the consumption of PET bottles and hoped to be able to continue the communication
with Rwenzori, at the prospect of a future possible collaboration.

!

Interviews with supermarkets in Jinja
Most of the supermarkets interviewed sell water, juice, beer and soda in PET bottles. The sales
of water is more often than not higher than the one of other beverages. It differs from
approximately 30 to 300 liters per day, with an average of 200 liters of water daily. The water is
sold in either small (0,5 liter) PET bottles or in big (1,5 liter) PET bottles. Thus, in PET bottles the
daily sales at the supermarkets runs to between 60 - 600 small bottles or 20 - 200 big bottles, with
an average of 400 small or 133 big bottles. For a supermarket with limited storage space, this is a
massive amount of waste to deal with. For many of the managers and shop assistants
interviewed, this lack of opportunity to store the empty bottles is often the reason for not
handling empty bottles. Another reason for this is the fact that the supermarkets do not have the
possibility or time to recycle the bottles, nor re-use them. If the conditions would have been
different and if there would have been a refund, the majority of the interviewed supermarkets
would have collected and recycled the PET bottles. The supermarkets order directly from the
water producing factory or from a distributor in Jinja, 1-4 times a week, depending on customer
demand and season.

!

The man in the street
While walking down Clive Road in Jinja town, towards one of the hotels whom would be
interviewed, the project group met a man collecting empty PET bottles from the road verge. The
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group realized he is part of the life cycle of the PET bottle and stopped to talk to him about this.
The man did not want to state his name, therefore the project group decided to refer to him as
the collector, see Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22. The collector, as the project group choose to call him, collects empty PET water bottles and sells them to earn a
living.

!
The collector told the group that he collects the bottles and takes them down to the Central
market in Jinja, where he sells them. As this is his only income, the sold PET bottles generates
enough money for water and food everyday. The local people purchasing the bottles often re-use
them in one way or another before they dispose them.

!

Interviews with hotels and restaurants in Jinja
All of the visited hotels and restaurants in Jinja serve water in bottles, since the tap-water is
known as bacillus carrier (see 1.2 Problem). The majority of the hotels and restaurants interviewed
only sell water in small (0,5 liter) PET bottles. The amount varies from 140 to 700 bottles weekly,
depending on the capacity and the size of the restaurant /hotel. None of them sell other
beverages than water in PET bottles. The bottled water is usually purchased directly from the
factory, that is, without exceptions, the Rwenzori factory in Nakawa. Mayfair Safari hotel is the
only hotel that purchases water from Rwenzori through a distributor in town.
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!
The Jinja City Council, JCC, collects the waste from all restaurants and hotels in Jinja and charges
the owner depending on the volume of waste produced. One hotel and one restaurant dispose
their PET bottles in the regular waste. The two managers told the project group that they are
positive to the idea of a system for PET recycling. Hence, this would result in a lower waste
management cost for them, due to less produced regular waste.

!

The rest of the hotels and restaurants collaborates with people like the collector mentioned
above, who come to the hotel/restaurant and collect the empty PET bottles. The bottles are then
being used for different causes. At 2Friends Guesthouse, Restaurant and Bar the woman
collecting the empty PET bottles sells them to dealers at the Central market, like the abovementioned collector. Staff members at Jinja Nile Resort collect the bottles from around the hotel
site and sell them to a man that brings them to PRI for recycling. The staff members told the
project group that they found out about PRI through a broadcast concerning recycling. The
commercial told the Ugandan people that they shouldn’t sit around and wait for the income to
come, but to strike for it through helping the environment. This made the staff at Jinja Nile
Resort question whether the handling of the PET bottles at the resort could generate money for
them. At the same time they got in contact with the man that they now sell the bottles to,
transporting the bottles to PRI. A collaboration was developed, and is now functioning,
benefitting both parts. The bar manager at Jinja Nile Resort told the project group that the
management of the hotel knows about this, but is not interested in supporting their staff.

!

At adrift Riverbase, on the other hand, the personnel collects all PET bottles and give them to a
local farmer and producer of milk and cream. The farmer sterilizes the bottles and fills them with
milk or cream and then sell the products back to restaurants, among others adrift Riverbase.
After this type of second use, the bottles are disposed as regular waste.

!

Besides information about the waste management, hotel and restaurant manager Carl
Hildingsson, at 2Friends Guesthouse, Restaurant and Bar, shared his experiences of the tourist
business with the project groupvi. As mentioned in chapter 1.2 Problem, Hildingsson describes the
local tourism as an expanding and developing business. He believes that the latest years
expansion will continue. Many hotels have been built but there are more to come in the nearest
future. This was also something that the project group had observed on their own, while living in
Jinja.

!

The project group also made observations at some of the smaller hostels and activity camps in
Jinja, where the consumption of bottled water is a bit different from the hotels and restaurants.
vi
!

Carl Hildingsson, Hotel Manager 2Friends Guesthouse, Restaurant & Bar, dialogue February 21st 2012.
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For example the consumption at the Nalubale Rafting base & Tea House and the Nile River Explorer
Backpackers varies a lot depending on the activities. When a rafting trip or another activity is
executed, water for the whole day is included in the prize. Due to the physical activity of the trip
the consumption of water increases. During slow days, without any planned activity the
consumption of water therefore decreases.

!

Interview with local distributor of bottled water
The local distributor functions as a middleman between the dealers, such as Mayfair Safari hotel;
and the producer of water, Rwenzori Bottling Company Ltd. The distribution centre facilitates
the process of purchasing water for their clients in Jinja. The centre receives approximately 200
boxes (4800 bottles) of 0,5 litre bottles each week and 10 boxes of the Rwenzori Premium Finest
water. They do not handle any empty bottles and are not interested in doing so in the future.

!

3.3.2 Literary ground on developing countries
As the title of the book Africa Rising (2009) implies, written by Vijay Mahajan, Africa is an
emerging continent. But there is still a lot of challenges on the way. Despite all the attention
caused by social, political and humanitarian challenges, the continent is experiencing a phase
where entrepreneurship is highly-valued and the opportunities are infinite. But still, Africa is
undervalued as a consumer market. Instead of providing aid, the focus has to change towards
trade. Trade within the countries and across the borders. A consumer focus does not only result
in an improved economy, it also acknowledge the African people as stakeholders and gives them
self-esteem to continue to develop.

!

But one can not just start selling consumer goods and believe that this will solve the problem.
The most important thing to take into account when working within this market is, as Mahajan
states about the African consumers, to ”recognize what is going on in their personal lives”.
Products and services has to be developed according to the consumers’ everyday life, their
conditions and surrounding environment; they may have parents deceased in AIDS or experience
power outages everyday or maybe they actually live without infrastructure. Above all this,
development has to be performed together with the consumers, in a co-creative process.
Otherwise we will still be developing products and services to the African people, out of the predrawn picture we have of Africa - not for the actual African people.

!

Besides the trade as an important tool for development of the African continent, Mahajan also
mentions tourism as one strong element. Between the year 2000 and 2005 the tourism in Africa
increased from 28 million to 40 million people generating $21 billion. This does not only result in
better commerce within the countries, it also benefits industries like airlines, hotels and other
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service businesses. According to the book, Africa attracts typical kinds of tourists, as the quote
states below.

!

”Africa is one of the fastest emerging tourist destinations, but these tourists not
only want to see wild animals and sweeping vistas; they also want to make an
impact by protecting wildlife and supporting local communities”.

!

(Mahajan 2009, p. 196)

Therefore the tourism industry in Africa has another focus than outside the continent; a
community-based tourism with sustainability and protection as watchwords.

!

In the book The Fortune at the Bottom Of the Pyramid: Eradicating poverty through profits (2010) the
author, C.K. Prahalad, discusses the same topic but in a wider perspective. He uses the term the
bottom of the pyramid (BOP) to define the market of the 4 billion people in the world, living on less
than $2 a day. This is what Mahajan (2009) referred to as an undervalued consumer market, when
he discussed todays’ Africa. Regardless what you want to call it, the message the two authors
want to pass on is that there is an undiscovered market ready to be discovered. However, this has
to be made under one condition - that the consumers themselves will be participating in the
process. Prahalad claims that ”the process of co-creation assumes that consumers are equally
important joint problem solvers”. Thus, co-creation must be performed with equally impact from
the consumer as from the producer, creating a natural relationship between the two. Because in
the end, the producer has to build trust and respect with the consumer, or there will not be a
selling product or service.

!

Prahalad also discusses the social impact that is brought on by a development process like this. A
social impact that is composed by entrepreneurship and innovation together with ecologically
sustainable solutions. He believes that sustainability will emerge as a source of innovations at the
BOP market, creating solutions that not only benefit the producer, but also the environment, the
community, the economy and, of course, the consumer.

!

3.3.3 Target area and target group
From the results of the research and the literature study the project group defined the target
group and area as hotels and restaurants in Jinja. The results were obvious; the consumption and
sales of bottled water were substantial at hotels and restaurants, where an efficient recycling
system for PET bottles did not exist. Although some of the hotels had people collecting PET
bottles, there were no common knowledge about recycling or what it could generate. Besides
that, the tourist business in Jinja and Uganda are expecting an expansion in the nearest future,
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resulting in fully booked and new-built hotels. Due to the limitations of target group and target
area the problem was formulated as stated below:

!

”Facilitate the handling of PET water bottles at restaurants and hotels in Jinja”

!

!
3.4 Problem analysis

The problem was divided into two sub-problems, one focusing on a service development
facilitating the collection of bottles and the other one focusing on the actual handling of the
empty PET bottles, as seen below:

!

”Develop a product that facilitates the handling of empty PET water bottles
at restaurants and hotels in Jinja”
This sub-problem was addressed by project partner Olga Sabirova Höjerström

!

”Design a concept for improving the collection of empty PET water bottles
at restaurants and hotels in Jinja”
This sub-problem was addressed by Jenny Annebäck

!

Due to the fact that the problem was redefined and divided, the project group decided on writing
a re-brief, see Appendix 7. The o document describes the background to the chosen problem area
(PET bottles) shortly and the two chosen sub-problems. The document was sent to the tutor
Monica Jakobsson for inspection and approval. Once the re-brief was approved, the project
worked continued.

!

After consideration, Jenny Annebäck chose to re-define the target area in her specific subproblem; to focus on hotels in and around Jinja. Nevertheless, the restaurants were not excluded
from the project but instead integrated in the concept ’hotel’, as the majority of the hotels also
has it’s own restaurant within the facility. A restaurant visit at the hotel is therefore included in
the hotel visit. Thus, the final problem formulation was defined as stated below:

!

”Design a concept for improving the collection of empty PET water bottles
from hotels in and around Jinja.”

!
!
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3.5 Case-study
3.5.1 Ideation in Jinja
The ideation workshop held at the UIF office(see Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24 below) resulted in
many ideas on how to solve the problem of the non-satisfactory recycling system of PET
bottles. The ideas were of different realistic value but all touched upon the local community and
their needs and behavior.

!

Left Figure 3.23. Ideation workshop at UIF office; Olga showing one of the inspirational pictures during Visual confetti.
Right Figure 3.24. Post-it’s demonstrating generated ideas.

!
Many of the ideas from the workshop focuses on communicating the meaning of recycling and the
effect it has on the environment as well as on the economy. The suggestions were, among others,
to let a local minister spread the word, get a celebrity to promote it or print t-shirts with
statements like ”KEEP UGANDA GREEN”. These were some of the ideas generating during
the method 6-3-5. From the method What if? another interesting idea was developed among the
participants; to offer a reward to people collecting bottles. One suggestion was to reward people
in forms of food or money to the children’s school fees. Through the method Visual confetti the
workshop participants came up with plenty of ideas on how to encourage hotel staff and
management to recycle PET bottles. Such as keeping a score board for the amount of recycled
bottles at the hotel or profiling the hotel as a ”green” hotel, concerned about the environment.
There were also ideas generated that concerned the guests at the hotel, encouraging them to recycle
by e.g. making the recycling fun through basketball hoops above the PET waste bin or
communicating the environmental concern of the hotel on the bottle.

!

The ideas from the ideation workshop were later evaluated and used as inspiration in the service
design process, described in the 3.6 Final result and visualization.

!
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3.5.2 Re-planning the project
The GANTT chart 2nd Edition (see Appendix 8) was created by revising and expanding the, up until
now, current GANTT chart (found in Appendix 3). All phases from the first chart are kept while
other phases are added to the remaining project time, such as Gathering information and Mapping
with sub-activities. The chart is also re-designed to enable an easier follow-up. Every activity in
nd Edition
theGANTT
chart has itschart
own row 2
where
the planned work is visualized by a specific color. Added to this

is an
extraAnnebäck
thinner row underneath (see Figure 3.25 below), meant to be used as a follow-up row;
Jenny
the actual execution week for the activity is colored in the same color, demonstrating the
differenceLocation
between plan - execution.
Week
Happenings

F
Ä
R
G

Karlstad
51

52

1

Jinja
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Project planning
Prepare for departure
Gantt 1st Ed.
WBS 1st Ed.
Project plan 1st Ed.
Re-brief
Concretising problem
Defining problem
Dividing problem

Part 1:
Finding
the
problem

Research
Literature studies
Local factories
Tailors
Metal workshops
Crafts and souvenir shops
Case study
Interviewing: restaurants, hotels
Interviewing: supermarkets
Plastic Recycling Industries, PRI

development
(Olga) chart 2nd Edition showing the activity rows and their respective follow-up row.
Figure 3.25.Product
Cut-out
from GANTT
Specification of demands
Function analyses
Workshop

The WBS 2 Edition (see Appendix 9) was also developed from the existing WBS (found in
nd Produktionsekonomi
FEGB20

Half-time Half time presentation

Appendix Project
3). Phases,
planning such as 5.2 Modelling, were removed while others were added, e.g. 4.3 Choice
Gantt 2nd Ed.

of concept and 4.4
Develop concept, see cut-out of WBS 2nd Edition in Figure 3.26 on the next page. In
WBS 2nd Ed.
Project
plan 2ndelements
Ed.
the revised WBS
added
are colored green while old elements are colored orange to
Tutor meeting
visualize the
changes made in the scheme. Some sub-phases were also added, for example
Gathering information

studies: studies
books, articles,
internet
Literature studiesScientific
and Field
within
the phase 3.1.1 Material research.

!

Field studies: Karlstad, Gothenburg
Gather information: Jinja, Rwenzori/PRI

Contact with
Rwenzori
Another document
that
was re-written is the project plan. The Project plan 2nd Edition (Appendix
Mapping

10) was createdBehaviour
with pattern/user
starting-point
in the re-brief (Appendix 7) including the above-mentioned
analysis
GANTT chart 2nd Edition and WBS 2nd Edition (in Appendix 10, Project plan 2nd Edition, these
two documents are excluded from the appendix since they are to be found in Appendix 8 and
Appendix 9 of this report).

!
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11

12
13
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2. Start-up

1. Planning

3. Pre-study

4. Concept
generation

1.1 Apply for
MFS

2.1 Arrive
UIF (Jinja)

3.1 Fact
collection

4.1 Creative
methods

1.2
Contact companies

2.2 Brief

3.1.1 Mtrl
research

4.2
Systematic
methods

Rebrief

1st Ed.

1.3 Project
plan

2nd Ed.

Factories
Locals
Literature studies
Field studies

4.3
Chocie of
concept

3.1.2
Production

1st Ed.

1.4 Gantt
chart

development

Local production

Rwenzori

4.4
Develop
concept

Figure 3.26. Cut-out from WBS 2nd Edition showing the added elements in green and the old elements in orange.

3.5.3 Service design studies
The process of service design development can be described by five different aspects; service
design is user-centered, co-creative, sequencing, evidencing and holistic; visually described below in Figure
3.27. This approach to service design is described in This is service design thinking (Schneider &
Stickdorn 2011).

Figure 3.27. Visualisation of the service design process with (starting from the upper left corner going right) a user-centred, co-creative,
sequencing and evidencing perspective with an holistic approach.
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The user-centered perspective of service design means that one needs to put the user at the centre
of the service development. One has to look beyond the empirical and obvious needs of the user
and reach a genuine understanding of the user. This is made through methods and tools that
enables the service designer to slip into the shoes of the customer, to understand their individual
experience of a service. The service designer also needs to speak the same language as the user.
(Schneider & Stickdorn 2011)

!

To work co-creatively means that the service designer needs to integrate the different stakeholders
into the design process. They should not only be the focus of the development process, they also
need to be apart of it to make it applicable. This is a vital aspect of design thinking and a
fundamental part of service design thinking - the most important thing for creating a successful
service. (Schneider & Stickdorn 2011)

!

The sequencing aspect of service design enables the service design team to define touch-points
(interactions) and actors (physical, virtual) within the service process. Sequencing a service
experience divides the process in a three-step transition; the pre-service period, the actual service period
and the post-service period. The pre-service period is when the user gets in touch with or is
informed about the service. In the actual service period the user experiences the service in order
to reflect on the service, later in the post-service period. All three periods are equally important
and should be studied carefully to accomplish a holistic experience of a service. (Schneider &
Stickdorn 2011)

!

In comparison to a physical product, the service experience is intangible. Sometimes it is even
unnoticeable, like the house-keeping at a hotel. In the development of a service it is important to
make sure the user is aware of the service during all three periods, as mentioned above. If the
customer first becomes aware of the service when paying for it, it often leads to disaffection.
Instead one has to make the intangible service tangible, by evidencing. For example one could use
physical artifacts to trigger the memory of the service moment through emotional association.
This enables a good experience of the post-service period and an opportunity to recommend the
service to others. Another way to evidence the service is to use symbols to describe the service.
(Schneider & Stickdorn 2011)

!

A holistic perspective links the above-mentioned aspects and enables a process where all the
aspects are equally valued. By using a holistic perspective the service designer has to focus on the
environment, using all senses to communicate and find the alternative customer journeys. All this,
to give the user a consistent and holistic experience of the service. (Schneider & Stickdorn 2011)

!
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In This is service design thinking, Schneider and Stickdorn also talk about the service design process
as an iterative process. The three phases of exploration, creation & reflection and implementation are
looped as it might be necessary to take a step back in every stage and re-value some elements.
The service design toolbox, described in the book, offers methods adapted to each phase.

!

As according to Schneider and Stickdorn (2011) the exploration phase is about discovering the
problem and get to know the service provider; the company offering the service. This has to be
made from a customer’s point of view through different types of methods. Creation is when the
service design team visualize their insights into ideas and concepts, while reflection is when the
ideas and concepts are tested and evaluated to find out how they can be further improved.
During the implementation phase the ideas and concepts are put into action. They are transferred
into the service provider’s organization through methods engaging the staff, as well as the
customers and provides a clear vision of the new service. (Schneider & Stickdorn 2011)

!

3.5.4 Limiting the project
As seen above, the importance of involving the user into the service design process is crucial to a
service development. As the user is the most important tool in the creation phase, this phase is
difficult to execute with credibility in the absence of users. For this project, the target group of
the recycling service; the users, are situated in Jinja, Uganda. Since the second part of the project
work is performed in Karlstad, Sweden, Jenny Annebäck decided to delimitate the project. The
project work therefore function as a pre-study for a future development of a PET recycling
service, instead of developing the service itself.

!

3.5.5 Stakeholders
As mentioned in 3.3.2 Literary ground on developing countries, both Vijay Mahajan (2009) and C.K.
Prahalad (2010) discusses in their books about the BOP market as a potential consumer and
entrepreneurial market. With starting-off point in the books of these men, the authors of PET
Bottle Recycling Chain: Opportunities for the Generation of Employment and Income (Nascimento et al.
2010), discuss the potential of the BOP market with used PET bottles as a resource. The article
describes and discusses the underdeveloped recycling system of PET bottles in Porto Alegre,
Brazil, and demonstrates a wide range of stakeholders involved in the life-cycle of a PET bottle.
It also declares that an increase within the industry of recycled PET material would bring results
that would not only play a crucial role in sustainable development but also benefit many BOP
families, as a resource of income.

!

Another document demonstrating the different stakeholders within the recycling process and lifecycle of a PET bottle is the 4th chapter named Stakeholders’ Relationships in Recycling Systems:
Experiences in the Philippines and Japan (Kojima & Rebullida 2008) in the report Promoting 3R’s in
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developing countries: Lessons from the Japanese experience (Kojima 2008). The authors discuss and
compares the systems of recycling PET plastics in Japan and in the Philippines and maps the
different paths a PET bottle can take during it’s way from producing factory to recycling factory.
They also accentuate the problem caused by to many middlemen; increased costs, returns ending
up in wrong hands and miscalculation of items. On the other hand, Kojima and Rebullida,
emphasize that a reliable relationship between the different stakeholders is the key to an efficient
recycling system. This enables a system that requires a steady stream of waste resources, thus also
a high collection of PET bottles.

!

The information found in the article and the report mentioned above, is visualized through an
illustration showing the life-cycle of a PET bottle, as seen in Figure 3.29. The different boxes
symbolizes the steps in the life-cycle, starting with the preform phase of the PET bottle and
ending with a producer using recycle PET material in new products. The phases and their included
stakeholders are described in the list on the next page, in Figure 3.30.

!
!

Preform

Producer

Manufacturer

Bottling

Recycling plant

Distribution

Consumption

Transportation

Collection
of PET
Sorting center
Conventional
waste

Environmental
damage
Figure 3.29. Visualisation of the life-cycle of a PET bottle
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Preform

Phase description: injection molding and blowing of PET bottle
Stakeholders: producer of raw PET material, PET bottle producer

!
Bottling

Phase description: bottling the water
Stakeholder: producer of water

!

Phase description: transport of PET water bottle to retailer

Distribution

Stakeholder: logistic department at producer of water

!

Phase description: purchase, consumption and re-use of PET water bottle

Consumption

!

Phase description: PET bottle collected for recycling

Collection
of PET

Stakeholder: eco-aides, city council

!

Conventional
waste
Environmental
damage
Sorting
centre

Stakeholders: households, hotels, restaurants, tourists etc.

Phase description: empty PET bottle disposed with regular waste
Stakeholders: garbage pickers

!

Phase description: PET bottle ends up in nature
Stakeholder: ”the environment”

!

Phase description: PET bottle and other plastics are sorted out from ordinary waste
Stakeholders: eco-aides, municipal worker, city council

!

Transportation

Phase description: transport of PET bottles to recycling plant
Stakeholders: city council, eco-aides, water

!

Phase description: PET bottled is recycled into plastic chips

Recycling plant

!
Manufacturer

!
Producer

Stakeholder: recycling plant

Phase description: plastic chips are manufactured into non-virgin PET material
Stakeholder: manufacturer

Phase description: producer of recycled PET products
Stakeholders: producer

Figure 3.30. A list of the phases of the life-cycle of a PET bottle, and their included stakeholders.
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During the interviews and observations at restaurants and hotels in Jinja (3.3.1 Research) many
stakeholders were observed, within the PET water bottle’s way through the hotel. The in-house
stakeholders observed were the hotel personnel, the hotel management and the hotel owner. There
were also some external stakeholders connected to the hotel business; the guest staying at the
hotel, the travel agencies, visiting tourists and Uganda Hotel Owners Association (UHOA). UHOA is a
national association that enables the hotels of Uganda to work commonly with fostering services
within accommodation, recreation and activities. According to Uganda Tourism Association (UTA
2012) UHOA’s mission is to ”provide superb standard of accommodation, facilities and services
to both domestic and international tourists”. The Jinja Nile Resort (3.3.1 Research) is 1 out of 8
registered members of UHOA in Jinja.

!

The National Environment Management Authority (NEMA) is the principal agency in Uganda,
responsible for coordinating, monitoring, regulating and supervising the national environmental
management. The authority supports the Government in their aim to ensure poverty reduction
within the frameworks of environmental sustainability and socio-economic development in the
country (NEMA 2011).

!

3.5.6 Recycle behavior and attitude
Web-based survey
The web survey that was created and published contains questions of material recycling in
general and recycling of PET bottles in particular and possible experiences of that. The survey
was answered by 100 respondents, which also proved to be the maximum number of answers
possible on the SurveyMonkey BASIC plan tool. The results, presented in Appendix 12, show that
the middle age of the respondents is 26,5 years while the majority (66 %) of the respondents are
women. Most of the respondents separates 3 or 4 different waste materials, often due to the
environmental aspect and closeness to a recycling station. Other motivators highly valued are the
refund and the installation of waste sorting containers in the kitchen.

!

When it comes to recycling PET bottles 54 % of the respondents claim that they recycle all their
used bottles. Motivators not to recycle were found, such as; recycling machines are too far away
and due to laziness the bottles are instead recycled at the recycling station. The biggest motivator
not to recycle the PET bottles is that people tend to forget about it; by force of habit they
dispose the PET bottle together with the other waste instead of recycling it.

!

The results also show that 67 % of the respondents probably would recycle PET although there
was no given refund. Of these respondents, 71 % state that the environmental aspect, once again,
is the biggest motivator. The ones believing they would not recycle without refund claim that the
reason is that they are lazy and that they probably would deposit them at the recycle station
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instead. They argue that the refund is an important motivator for them to bring the bottles all the
way to the grocery store. Finally, 72 % of the respondents would or would probably recycle more
of their PET bottles if they would have had more information about what the recycled PET is
used for.

!

Telephone interviews
The interview with marketing director Katarina Lundellvii at Returpack AB also proved that the
recycling ratio of PET bottles in Sweden is high (see Appendix 13). Today, Swedes recycle around
86 % of all used PET bottles. The marketing strategy of Returpack is based on the campaign
called Pantamera, meaning ”recycle more”. As the name states, the campaign was started with an
aim to inform and inspire the Swedish people to recycle more. Returpack got inspiration from
the Swedish advertising campaign from the 1970’s, Spola kröken, motivating people to drink
alcohol with more carefulness. The campaign was successful do to the fact that they managed to,
as Lundell wants to call it, ”productify” a behavior. Namely, Returpack made a concept out of a
behavior - the behavior of recycling. The campaign is still running and has been marketed
through advertisement on TV and radio; through events on festivals and ski resorts; and by
collaborating with sports associations. Lundell states that, all since the Panta i Sverige campaign
was finished, Returpack has been thinking about starting their own project focused on recycling
at hotels and restaurants. She knows that the consumption of PET bottles and cans are high at
these places, but she says it is hard to tell how much that is actually being recycled. Hence, this is
something that Returpack wants to do something about in the future.

!

During the interview with marketing director at Panteriet Sverige, Henrik Gulamviii (see Appendix
14), information was given about the motivators of the Swedish recyclers. As the survey also
proves, one motivator is the refund given from recycled packages. However, Gulam claims that
this is the biggest reason for the Swedish people to actually bring the bottles and cans to the
recycling machine. Therefore many people are upset with the fact that one cannot get refund for
recycling bottles that is not purchased in Sweden.

!

Study on eco-tourism
The notion of eco-tourism and eco-tourists has been discussed widely for a long time. As
referred to in Ecotourism: third edition (Fennell 2008), Karen Ziffer defined the eco-tourist already
in 1989 as:

!

vii
!

Katarina Lundell, Marketing Director Returpack AB, telephone interview April 25th 2012.

viii
!

Henrik Gulam, Marketing Director Panteriet Sverige, telephone interview April 24th 2012.
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”The ecotourist practices a non-consumptive use of wildlife and natural
resources and contributes to the visited area through labor or financial means
aimed at directly benefiting the conservation of the site and the
economic well-being of the local residents.”

!

(Ziffer 1989, referred to in Fennell 2008, p. 21)

She points out the importance of eco-tourism as a contributor to economic well-being of locals,
as well as the conservation of natural resources and wildlife. The same thing is emphasized by the
author of the book, David Fennell, as he bases much of his knowledge about eco-tourism by
experiences in southern Africa. He means that this type of tourism foremost has to generate
revenue, even at the expense of other principles within eco-tourism.

!

Another group of people concerned about sustainable development are the LOHAS consumers,
short for Lifestyle Of Health And Sustainability. This group of people are, according to Carl
Peyronix, brand strategist and tutor at Berghs School of Communication, people that make wise
sustainable decisions in their everyday life, without jeopardizing other peoples life quality. The
LOHASians are those people wanting more than just ordinary life quality, they want to make sure
they have a balance between beauty, intelligence and caring about others. In USA these consumer
stand for approximately 21 % of the consumption, in Europe 19 %, in Asia it varies from 5 - 22
% and in the Oceania they stand for 25 %. LOHAS is already a well-recognized notion in USA,
Germany and Great Britain, where the market is the most concentrated. But according to Peyron;
brand strategists, market analysts and sustainability scientists around the world are starting to see
the potential in this group of consumers, as well as the possibility to change the notion of
consumption.

!

3.5.7 Ideation in Karlstad
The three methods from the ideation workshop in Karlstad resulted in plenty of ideas, as seen in
Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32 on the next page. The best and most applicable ideas are those
concerning how to simplify the recycling action and how to encourage all the in-house stakeholders.
These ideas were generated during the sessions with the methods What if ?/My creative idol as
well as Random word association. The idea on how to simplify and encourage the in-house
stakeholders is realized by, for example, using recycle stations that opens automatically and invites
to recycling; and by letting the guests, the personnel and the management compete with other
hotels of how much they recycle. Another idea that aims to encourage the personnel was the idea
of having staff meetings every week, following up and demonstrating the importance of the

Carl Peyron, Brand strategist, tutor and professional trainer at Berghs School of communication, lecture on
YouTube. Available: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtIjaDGwgr8. [26.05.2012].
ix
!
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recycling. In addition to that, also create a bonus system that benefits the employees recycling the
most.

!

Left Figure 3.31. Ideas generated from the method Fish-trip stories.
Right Figure 3.32. Ideas from What if? in combination with My creative idol.

Another idea concerning the guests at the hotel is to create and clearly communicate the recycling
zones of the hotel by using communicative graphic language and colors. This idea was generated
from the Fish-trip stories method. By having a rugged floor just close to the recycling station one
uses more senses than just the vision to observe the station.

!

The ideas from the ideation workshop were later evaluated and used as inspiration in the service
design process, described below in 3.6 Final result and visualization.

!
3.6 Final result and visualization
3.6.1 Stakeholder map and interactions
The preparation for compiling the stakeholder map was made in three steps; listing stakeholders,
visualizing and listing the interactions between them, as seen in Figure 3.33, Figure 3.34 and Figure
3.35 on the next page.
As mentioned earlier, the situation studied in the stakeholder map is the one where a PET bottle
of water is being purchased by a guest at a hotel. The hotel has a recycling system as of today,
but is in need for a development of the system to function more efficient and invite all
stakeholders to be a part of it. In the stakeholder map, all possible stakeholders concerned for
production, distribution, sales, marketing, transport and recycling of the PET bottle are included
in the chart, categorized as in-house or external.

!
!
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Left Figure 3.33. The first step of compiling the stakeholder map; make a list of all possible stakeholders
Middle Figure 3.34. The second step was to visualize them in a structure.
Right Figure 3.35. The last step was to define all possible interactions between the stakeholders, and if they were positive or
negative.

The final visualization of the stakeholder map is made in two different versions. As seen in Figure
3.36 on the next page, the chart is showing all the stakeholders; in-house and external. In Figure
3.37 the same chart is shown, but with possible interactions indicated in three different colors;
green lines symbolizing positive interactions, blue lines symbolizing neutral interactions and grey lines
describing interactions that could be both irritated and positive, depending on the activity. The
stakeholder maps are also to be found in Appendix 15 and Appendix 16. In the charts of both
Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.37, following stakeholders are visualized starting on the top of the circles,
going right;
IN-HOUSE: management, manager, hotel owner, employee;
EXTERNAL: eco-aides/collectors, tourists outside hotel, sorting centre, local truck drivers,
competing hotels, NEMA, producer of recycled PET, recycling plant, distributor, water/bottle
producer, travel agency, guest, UHOA, NGO’s.

!

In Figure 3.37, there are twelve interactions indicated between stakeholders. As this study is a prestudy for a future service development, the number of indicated interactions are being reduced
due to the limited access to co-creation with the user. This result of interactions are described in
the list showed in Figure 3.38, where some of the stakeholders have been integrated with others,
creating situations or possible scenarios focusing on development of a recycling service. The
color of the line between the number and the explanation indicates the type of interaction (Figure
3.37).
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N G O ’s
UHOA

EXTE
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IN-H
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SE

NEMA

Figure 3.36. Stakeholder map for all stakeholders concerned for production, distribution, sales, marketing, transport and
recycling of a PET bottle purchased by a guest at a hotel.
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Figure 3.37. Stakeholder map with interactions indicated between some of the stakeholders; green lines symbolizing positive
interactions, blue lines symbolizing neutral interactions and grey lines describing interactions that could be both irritated and positive.
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1

Travel agency helps hotel develop their profile focused on sustainability.

2

Travel agency promotes the hotel to the customers.

3

Personnel receives empty bottles from guests at the hotel.

4

UHOA evaluates the hotel and may raise their demand for sustainable
thinking, causing the hotel to increase their sustainability work.

5

Eco-aides/collectors collaborates with the employees of the hotel and
collects the empty PET bottles, without the management’s knowledge.

6

Eco-aides/collectors develops a collaboration with the hotel management
to collect all empty bottles from the hotel, gets compensation.

7

Tourists(non-staying guests) get informed by the employees at the
reception desk about the hotel’s work within recycling PET bottles.

8

Local truck drivers collaborates with the hotel to bring the empty
PET bottles to the recycling plant.

9

NEMA helps the hotel owner to get started with the recycling system,
offering help by connecting the hotel with other hotels in a way to
streamline the logistics from hotel to recycling plant.

10

PRI are mentioned at the website of the hotel, and vice versa,
creating a marketing possibility for both parts.

11

Management collaborates with local NGO’s focusing on sustainable
and economic development for the local community.

12

A developed recycling system for the hotel results in an increased
production of recycled PET material at the recycling plant. In that
way new manufacturers of recycled PET may have to be involved.

!

Figure 3.38. The list of interactions between stakeholders, indicated according to number and line color in Figure 3.33.

3.6.2 Personas
The three personas created are the individuals that are most connected to the PET bottle during
it’s way through the hotel. The hotel guest Andrew is created out of insights from interviews and
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observations in Jinja, the telephone interviews with Returpack and Panteriet, as well as the study
on the LOHAS consumer group. Martha the employee, on the other hand, is created mainly from
the interviews at different hotels in Jinja but also from observations during the hotel visits. As
she is a local person within the BOP market, considered both a consumer and a possible
entrepreneur, her background is also connected to the information given from the stakeholder
study. The hotel manager Julius is created from insights given from the on-sight interviews, but also
from the stakeholder study as a hotel manager is part of the work for a sustainable future of the
village and community. In Figure 3.39 below Andrew is illustrated in orange, Martha in green and
Julius in black.

!

Figure 3.39. Illustration showing the three personas Andrew the guest, Martha the employee and Julius the hotel manager.

!
Andrew the guest
Andrew is on a one-week vacation with his wife at the hotel in Jinja. The couple is looking
forward to a week without children, spending most of their time by the pool, reading, sun
bathing and relaxing but also visiting the town of Jinja. Andrew and his wife are used to travel,
they like to go to places not overcrowded with tourists, but with focus on qualitative services and
local connection. He was informed by the travel agency that this hotel works with sustainability,
that was one of the reasons for why he and his girlfriend picked this specific hotel. At home, in
London, the family recycles and Andrew tries to buy ecological or locally produced food as much
as possible. He is also concerned about finding children clothes and toys without any chemicals
in them. Although Andrew is concerned about the environment and the future, he drives a SUV
as he is crazy about cars and it fits the whole family.
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Martha the employee
Martha is an employee at the hotel in Jinja, she works halftime at the reception desk welcoming
new guests and halftime as a waiter in the hotel restaurant. She has been working at the hotel for
8 years and is, according to her manager, an engaged co-worker and a responsibility-taking
employee. Although, Martha is worried about her colleagues since many of them do not feel
motivated to go to work due to all the stress they have experienced lately. The last year the hotel
has been booked up more often than before which has resulted in a lot of work overtime for the
personnel. Martha has also noticed that the typical guest is not the same as when she started
working, they are younger and more cultural and socially interested in the lives of the locals. Also,
more and more guests come to stay at the hotel while volunteering at one of the local NGO’s.
Martha is married and has two sons. Her husband works at one of the metal workshops in town.
Their salaries are just enough for covering school fees, rent and food for the family. But Martha
has been longing for years to earn enough to be able to start her own business; a small hostel by
the shore of the Nile.

!

Julius the hotel manager
Julius is a busy hotel manager. Due to the enormous pressure the hotel has been experiencing the
latest year, with all rooms booked almost every night, Julius feels that he has not been able to take
care and motivate his employees. The hotel management appreciates his work highly, but he lacks
the same positive connection to the employees. The profile of the hotel is local but exclusive and
hosts tourists from around Africa, USA, UK and Asia. Julius sees the potential in all these guests
and are very concerned about their satisfaction and experience of the hotel service. There is a
numerous amount of guests that has been coming back every year and it is his assignment to
make sure they continue on doing that even in the future. Therefore Julius believes it is important
for him and the hotel management to be involved in tourism trends and behavior patterns of the
guests.

!

3.6.3 Customer journey map
The Customer journey map visualizes Andrew’s stay at the hotel for two nights; the pre-service
period, the actual service period and the post-service period. A cut-out from the four pages long
customer journey map is showed in Figure 3.40, the total map is found in Appendix 17. The time
period is shortened from one week to two days, to concretize the experience of the service more
efficiently. One gets to experience the hotel stay of Andrew and his wife parallel out of
Andrew’s, Martha’s and Julius’ perspective. The interactions are visualized through different
symbols stating whether it is a dialogue between the personas, an interaction with another
stakeholder, an evidence or an individual activity.

!
!
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The cut-out in Figure 3.40 represents the start of the customer journey. As seen, the green dashed
line represents the limit between the pre-service period and the actual service period. The three
personas and there activities are indicated with bubbles colored according to the personas
showed in Figure 3.39. These bubbles are the touch-points in the customer journey, filled with
information and symbols communicating the activity. The symbols are described in Figure 3.41 on
the next page. The thin dashed lines between the activities illustrates the interaction connections.

Hotel
website

JULIUS the manager

In room:

Check in
- room key

- gift
- inforrmation

Arrival
at hotel

Receives
bags

Drinks
from
minibar

Hotel
restaurant,
gets seated,
menu

Tip from
friend
Booking via
travel agency

Receives
tickets

MARTHA the employee

ANDREW the guest

!
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Greets and
takes bags

Showers
and
unpacks

Delivers
bags to
room

Receives
order

Process
registration

Registered
in booking
system

Requirements
planning for
hotel

Orders
food

Sets
the table

Registered
on bill

Prepares
a hotel
room

Registration
system

PRE-SERVICE PERIOD

SERVICE PERIOD

Figure 3.40. A cut-out from the Customer journey map, showing the interactions between Andrew the guest, Martha the
employee and Julius the manager. Symbols in the bubbles communicates what kind of interaction or if it is an evidence.

!
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!
The symbols in Figure 3.41 below show the interactions, through touch-points and evidence. The
last three symbols in the touch-point column are three web-based social media touch-points,
proved to be used by many hotel owners and guests at hotels in Jinja; as another result from the
interviews. These are the social networking service Facebook, used by over 900 million people all
over the world (NE 2012); the micro-blogging service Twitter, listed as the 48th most visited
website worldwide (NE 2012); and the world’s biggest travel website TripAdvisor with over 50
million unique visitors every months (TripAdvisor, Inc. 2012). The social media websites, in a
tourist perspective, are used as strong tools to communicate one’s experience and give tip about
where to go and not.

!
!

TOUCH-POINTS

EVIDENCE

Dialogue

Information sheet, hotel key
or other physical evidence
at hotel

Website or software

E-mail or mail
Text messages,
multi media messages,
application etc.

Mobile communication

Communication with
travel agency
Communication via
Facebook
Communication via
Twitter
Communication via
TripAdvisor

Figure 3.41. Symbols explaining the interactions shown in the customer journey, through touch-points and evidence.
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Together with the customer journey there was also an illustration made, visualizing three possible
touch-points where an interaction is made to communicate the recycling service. This storyboard
is to be found in Figure 3.42 as well as in Appendix 18. The first touch-point, on top in the
illustration is the interaction between Andrew and the hotel management(hotel managener Julius)
when Andrew finds a tag on his hotel doorknob, describing the hotel’s policy concerning the
handling of empty PET bottles. The second touch-point is the interaction between Andrew and
Martha in the bar, when Andrew is buying a bottle of water. He is then informed by Martha as
well as by the label on the bottle about the recycling of PET bottles at the hotel. The third touchpoint is and interaction between the hotel management(Julius) and Martha in the recycling station
at the hotel, where the garbage is kept. Martha is informed by the screen on the wall on how
many PET bottles the personnel has recycled, compared to the preceding weeks. It also shows
the amount of Ugandan shillings(USH) that the personnel has collected through recycling.

I N T E R AC T I O N S

!

213

p o s s i b l e

“Hotel Jinja
recycles bottles
like me!”

Week

Figure 3.42. Three possible touch-points for interaction, communicating the recycling service.

!
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PET (kg)

USH

3.6.4 Exhibition
The showcase Jenny Annebäck and Olga Sabirova Höjerström designed and built for the
exhibition at Stora Torget in Karlstad consists of three panels (as seen in Figure 3.43, Figure 3.44
and Figure 3.45 below); two showing the individual processes of the project partners and one
communicating the life and environment in Jinja, Uganda. The showcases are designed in a
common profile and design, to communicate the connection between the two individual projects.

!

They were showed to and welcomed by the public, as they came with questions and comments
on the project. The individual panel designed by Jenny Annebäck, as seen in Figure 3.43, present
the visualizations of the stakeholder map, the three personas and the storyboard mentioned
above. This was to communicate the service design methodology used by Jenny Annebäck during
this project.

Left Figure 3.43. Jenny Annebäck with her individual panel at the exhibition at Stora Torget May 24th 2012.
Middle Figure 3.44. Jenny Annebäck and Olga Sabirova Höjerström by their showcase at the exhibition.
Right Figure 3.45. Olga Sabirova Höjerström with her individual panel at the exhibition.
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4 | DISCUSSION
The project outcomes
To start with, this Minor Field Study (MFS) project has been more than just a degree project
within innovation and design engineering. It has been a project where the project owner, Jenny
Annebäck, has been discovering two new worlds; the world of undiscovered possibilities within
developing countries and the world of service design. It has been a project where the focus has
been on finding an actual problem to solve, in a totally different context, through design thinking.
It has also been a project constantly focused on sustainable development, in one way or another.

!

As the Result chapter shows, the project has faced many different subjects. It started out with a
problem concerning solid waste material in the urban areas of Uganda. The problem was based
mostly on research material from the web but also from input from industrial designer Sarah
Keller at UIF. But as the project group changed setting and moved to Jinja for two months, the
problem also changed. In retrospect, one can understand why. Situated 6 000 km away from the
actual context, with no experiences of either Africa or product development in a developing
country, it is hard to find a problem and understand the situation. Above all, it is hard to
understand the user.
Thus a new focus was taken towards surplus material from factories, and a thorough field study
was begun. The study proved that the industry of Jinja and Kampala is well ahead, when it comes
to waste management. As the sub-chapters 3.2.1 Waste management at factories and 3.2.2 Local
production and waste management show, almost all of the visited factories and producers use 100 %
of their surplus material in one way or another. That is probably something the Swedish industry
can not compete with. Thus, there was no point trying to develop a product from surplus
material, as there was none to use.
Again, the project changed focus. This time towards something that even the project group
found as a problem in their everyday life in Jinja; the problem with the empty PET water bottles.
They are thrown out of car windows, in the middle of the street, or disposed as ordinary waste.
From the experience of the Swedish recycling system and from observations from the factory
visit at Rwenzori Bottling Company, the project group knew that there was something that could
be done to change this behavior pattern. They started out by visiting different retailers of bottled
water in Jinja, to find out how large the consumption of water actually is. As expected, the
consumption is wide, especially at hotels where tourists consume a massive amount of water. By
that, the target group of the project was settled. Unfortunately, the communication with
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Rwenzori did not last when arriving in Sweden. The project continued without their direct
involvement.

!

Thereafter, the project work continued by studying Jinja and Uganda as a consumer and
entrepreneurial market. Also the tourist business within the region and their common behavior
was seen into. The result was obvious. The bottom of the pyramid (BOP) market, as Uganda
counts for, is an undiscovered market with great potential when it comes to product and service
development as well as entrepreneurship. At the same time, the need for a sustainable
development and future is critical. This was something that Jenny took into consideration when
studying the target group closer, in forms of personas. The undiscovered market and the need
for sustainability, was also something that made a deep mark on her, that she learned a lot from
and that she would like to work with in further development work.

!

The service design process was something new for Jenny Annebäck, not totally new, but not far
from it. By studying the book This is service design thinking she got a good understanding for the
service design process. To study a new way of addressing a problem, like this, required a lot of
project time. Time that, in a product development process, would have been used for developing
a final concept. This meant that the most part of the time in Karlstad, after returning from Jinja,
was spent on understanding and discovering the service design process and adapt it to this
specific project. Much time was spent on learning the different methods to know which one to
use, but also to understand the differences and, as it turned out, similarities between product and
service design methods. The service design study also resulted in a limitation of the project. Due
to the physical distance between Jenny Annebäck and the users, the project was limited to
constitute a pre-study, not a concept development. After taking this decision, focus was turned to
literature studies and the five chosen service design methods.

!

The Stakeholder maps
The work with the stakeholder maps was the framework of this pre-study. It gives a general
picture of the problem situation, the actors affected and their relation. It is the base for the
following work of personas and a customer journey. It is also a method that can be executed
more or less thoroughly. For this study, stakeholders were found mainly through on-site
interviews and research made from Sweden, see 3.4.6 Stakeholders. All stakeholders were, of
course, found to be important to and affecting the outcome of a future recycling service.
Although, evaluating the importance and the actual contribution of all stakeholders was not
performed in this study. The reason for that was that this would be difficult from a distance and
not thorough enough to be considered as reliable. This is the reason for that the list, in Figure
3.38, includes only 12 interactions between different stakeholders. As one realizes, the list could
be infinite.
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The Personas
This part was about getting to know the guest, the employee and the manager of a hotel. The
guest, as according to the literature (3.4.7 Recycle behavior and attitude), is often a tourist concerned
about sustainability within local development. It is also a guest who usually is used to recycling
and the accessibility of recycling stations. Well-aware of the fact that this is not a 100 %
impersonation of a guest at a hotel in Jinja, Jenny Annebäck decided to use this persona (Andrew)
to indicate that this could be the case. If it was not the case, even the unexperienced guest could
learn one thing or another about recycling or even get inspired to do it back home. The creation
of Martha the employee was made through observations at hotels in Jinja, but also through close
studies of the BOP market and it’s actors. Martha could count as both a consumer, in the sense
that she uses the service; but also as an entrepreneur when earning money from the service. The
aspect of letting Martha earn money through the service was important to the result, as this is
the strongest motivator for her. Julius, the manager, is also concerned about benefiting from the
service. Not only for the hotel’s sake, but for his employees to find motivation and engagement
in the new service they provide at the hotel. The environmental aspect this service provides is
something that could lead to a possible sustainability profile for the hotel. This, in turns can
create a positive reaction to the hotel’s brand - providing a smart brand strategy, adjusted to the
future needs of the tourism industry.

!

The Customer journey map
The mapping of the customer journey was based on, as mentioned before, the stakeholder map
and the personas. The three personas got to meet and communicate through a two-nights stay at
the hotel resulting in many interesting interactions. Within these interactions there are many
possible touch-points that could be used as a service interaction. Just like the stakeholder map,
this map is not fully developed. The list of interactions and touch-points is also infinite and
complex. But to communicate some of them, there is a storyboard (Figure 3.42) showing three
possible touch-points where an interaction between two stakeholders (personas) take place. It
also shows how the service is communicated and marketed. These interactions are supposed to
enable and encourage guests, staff and management to continuously work with recycling of PET
bottles at a hotel.

!
!
!
!
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5 | CONCLUSION
The project outcomes
As according to the purpose of this Minor Field Study (MFS) project Jenny Annebäck has been
exploring the market and industry of Uganda as well as the methodology of the service design
process. Throughout the whole project, the focus has been sustainable development from a
perspective of a developing country as Uganda. The problem has changed several times but
stayed within the frame of a problem well-anchored in the actual lives of the local people in Jinja,
Uganda.

!

The objective of creating a suitable and sustainable service solution to the handling of empty
PET water bottles at hotels in Jinja was addressed by Jenny Annebäck from a service design
perspective. A design thinking methodology barely used before by the project owner, by that a
new and instructive experience. By spending most of the actual project time in Karlstad, away
from the users, the project resulted in a pre-study of a future development of a sustainable
recycling service. A recycling service meant to be provided at a hotel in Jinja; concerning the
guest, the employees and the management.

!

The Stakeholder maps
Two versions of Stakeholder map was created by Jenny Annebäck, well-anchored in the casestudy, the stakeholder study within hotels and the life-cycle of a PET bottle. The stakeholder
maps shows all actors found to be interested in the service. Although, the list of stakeholders is
almost infinite and can therefore be developed.

!

The Personas
The characteristics of the Personas are well-entrenched in the results from the research of the
BOP market, the recycle behavior and attitude studies as well as the observations and interviews
performed in Jinja. These three personas represents the focus of this project; the tourist
concerned about sustainable development, the employee as a BOP consumer and possible
entrepreneur; and the manager as the service provider and link between stakeholders.

!

The Customer journey map
If the Stakeholder map and the Personas illustrates the actors within a future service, the
Customer journey map visualizes the actors’ possible interactions and connections. The journey
is based on experiences from observations and interviews in Jinja, as well as the ideation sessions
in Jinja and Karlstad. The map communicates touch-points between the three personas and other
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stakeholders and is a tool for exploring which touch-points to use in a future development of a
recycling service.

!
!
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6 | ADAPTATION
Since this project is a pre-study, there is plenty of work to be done to be able to perform the
actual development of the recycling service. Below is a list of the most critical steps needed to be
done from the service design process. The list can be regarded as a future adaptation of the
project:

!

1. By more research and close user-centering, develop the stakeholder map and the customer journey and use these
as ground-tools for future service development
2. Contact possible stakeholders and interact with them to learn about their interests and possible collaboration
3. Work co-creatively within the exploration phase, the creation phase and the implementation phase
4. Find partners to work closely with, e.g. NEMA, to create a network of actors willing to help
5. Spend more time (maybe 6 months) to actually understand the need for a recycling service further, but above all,
understand the user
6. Collaborate with other countries and recycle organizations to learn from their experiences or encourage them to

!

do the same

When a recycling service for PET bottles in Jinja is established, as a result of a future
development of this pre-study, it is possible to take the project further. Next step would be to
implement and develop the service to comprise the whole country of Uganda, organized into
different districts. This would have great positive effect on the national environment as well as
the condition of the Victoria lake. But above all it would make the ugandan citizens conscious
about the environment, how they affect it and by that also learn and encourage them to take
action towards a better environmental situation in the country. At the same time this service
welcomes and encourages the ugandan people to use their entrepreneurial skills.

!

As one could read in the introduction chapter (1.2 Problem) the consumption of bottled water is
not only a problem in Uganda, but is increasing in the entire sub-Saharan Africa as well as in
India. Two regions with a majority of inhabitants within the BOP market. For example, subSaharan Kenya had in 2010 a consumption of 314 million litres of bottled water. Kenya could by
that be a potential second market for a recycling service of PET. As a first step Uganda and
Kenya could collaborate and both use the existing recycling plant, PRI, in Kampala. By that
enable a quick start in Kenya, without having to establish a national recycling plant. The result
would be a sustainable development in forms of a flourishing environment, economy and
entrepreneurship for both Uganda and Kenya.

!
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As a start-off point in the ugandan-kenyan collaboration, the service could be widely spread to
several BOP markets. But as stated in the report (3.3.2 Literary ground on developing countries) every
market and every country have to be recognized by its own users; the BOP consumers. To repeat
once again what Vijay Mahajan states in his book Africa Rising (2009) one has to ”recognize what
is going on in their personal lives”. Meaning that a service has to be developed to fit and promote
the everyday lives of the consumers. Therefore a future development of a PET recycling service
in other developing countries needs to be well anchored with the economical and environmental
situation of the BOP market, meaning it has to be user-centered. Not copied from one country
to another, but reshaped according to the conditions and needs of this one specific country.
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APPENDIX 1 | MFS Guidelines 2012
Extract about Minor Field Study guidelines for the applicant, from the document Minor Field
Studies (MFS): Riktlinjer 2012 (Internationella Programkontoret 2012), pages 8-11. The document
is written in Swedish.

!
!
7 Deltagande studenters åtaganden!
!
7.1 Studentens ansökan till institutionen!
!

Studentens ansökan om MFS-stipendium ska lämnas till MFS-handläggaren vid respektive beviljad
institution/enhet vid lärosätet. Det är möjligt att söka MFS-stipendium tillsammans med en eller i
undantagsfall två andra studenter enligt anvisningar från beviljande institution. Ett stipendium får inte
delas av flera studenter utan var och en av de beviljade MFS-studenterna skall ha var sitt stipendium.
Observera att en student endast kan beviljas MFS-stipendium en gång.!

!

Förutom att projektbeskrivningarna ska uppfylla de kriterier som anges ovan (avsnitt 5.2 och 5.3),
gäller att de ska uppfylla de akademiska kriterier som institutionen fastställer och således inte utgöra
något undantag i förhållande till en vanlig uppsats på institutionen. För den slutgiltiga bedömningen av
den färdiga uppsatsen gäller detsamma.!

!
!
!

Nedan visas vad som gäller för att en students ansökan om MFS-stipendium skall anses vara
komplett.!
7.1.1 Följande grundkrav skall vara uppfyllda!
• Studenten skall ägna sin MFS-studie till uppsats på grund- eller avancerad nivå och ska ha tagit i
princip 150 högskolepoäng vid utresan. Studenten får inte ha påbörjat utbildning på forskarnivå.!
• Studenten får inte tidigare ha blivit beviljad MFS-stipendium eller ett annat IPK- eller Sidafinansierat
stipendium för samma vistelse som ansökan avser. Annan relevant erfarenhet, t.ex. studier och/eller
vistelse i u-land eller volontärarbete är inget hinder för att bli beviljad MFS-stipendium.!
• Den sökande ska vara svensk medborgare eller ha permanent uppehållstillstånd i Sverige. I det
senare fallet får studien inte genomföras i hemlandet. Observera att EUmedborgares permanenta
uppehållsrätt inte är att likställa med permanent uppehållstillstånd. Studenter från övriga Norden
som inte är svenska medborgare skall vara fast boende (folkbokförda) i Sverige sedan minst ett år
för att kunna beviljas MFSstipendium.!
• Studenten ska ha goda kunskaper i engelska och svenska. Kunskaper i värdlandets språk är
meriterande. Bedömning av genomförbarhet utifrån språk ska göras. Det är beviljande institutions
uppgift att göra denna bedömning.!

!
!
!

7.1.2 Projektbeskrivning!
Studentens ansökan skall innehålla en utförligt beskriven och genomförbar projektplan samt ett förslag
till alternativt upplägg om något skulle hindra genomförande av den ursprungliga planen.!
Projektbeskrivningen skall innehålla:!
• Val av land (Se giltiga länder på IPK: s webbplats www.programkontoret.se).!
• Tidsplan för fältarbete om minst åtta veckors vistelse i värdlandet.!
• Syfte och beskrivning av ämnet som skall ha en tydlig anknytning dels till utvecklingsfrågor, dels till
den/de kurser den sökande studerat/studerar (se avsnitt 1 och 5.2.1).!
• Metod.!
• Förslag till alternativt upplägg som redovisar den mest kritiska delen i den planerade fältstudien
samt hur den sökande tänker hantera detta.!
• Preliminär budget (Se punkt 7.1.3)!

!i

• Preliminärt datum för förberedelsekurs. Hänsyn måste tas till anmälningstiden. Läs mer om
förberedelsekursen i avsnitt 7.2.!

!
!
!

7.1.3 Budget!
MFS-stipendiet är fastställt till 25 000 kr per student och är ett bidrag som inte är avsett att täcka alla
utgifter under fältperioden. Det behöver normalt kompletteras med t.ex. studiemedel.!
I studentens ansökan skall en preliminär budget vara uppställd som kan omfatta kostnader enligt
följande:!
• Resa med billigaste färdsätt till och från landet där studien ska genomföras.!
• Del av levnadsomkostnader (50% av utlandstraktamentet. Se: www.skatteverket.se).!
• Eventuella nödvändiga resor inom landet/regionen.!
• Vaccinationer.!
• Försäkring (Se avsnitt 5.3.2).!
• Eventuella kostnader för utrustning.!
• Resa till och från samt boende på ort där förberedelsekurs ges.!
• Tryckning av MFS-uppsatsen (maximalt 10 ex.).!

!

Försäkringskostnad under utlandsvistelsen ska ingå i stipendiet men bör betalas genom institutionen.
Institutionen bestämmer i samarbete med stipendiaten vilken reseförsäkring som bör tecknas. Om
studenten beräknar stanna kvar på egen hand i landet efter avslutad fältperiod, bör man även komma
överens om förlängt försäkringsskydd under denna period.!

!

Stipendiaterna ska själva boka resa, ordna vaccinationer och visum. I förekommande fall, t ex vid
kronisk sjukdom eller andra hälsoskäl som kan påverkas av en utlandsvistelse, bör studenten även
genomgå en hälsoundersökning för att klarlägga att inga hinder föreligger.!

!
!
7.2 Obligatorisk förberedelsekurs och MFS-portalen!
!

Studenten ska på anmodan från institutionen redovisa kostnader som täcks av stipendiet, såsom
kvitton på biljettkostnaden, vaccinationer etc.!

Alla studenter som beviljats MFS-stipendium ska delta i en obligatorisk förberedelsekurs innan utresa.
Kursen pågår två dagar och behandlar utvecklingssamarbete, kulturmötesfrågor, hälsofrågor,
säkerhetsinformation, viss fältmetodik samt specifik landinformation. Deltagarna på kursen får ett
personligt intyg från IPK att visa upp vid behov på fältorten.!

!

Aktuell information om kursernas innehåll, kursdatum och liknande finns presenterade på den så
kallade MFS-portalen på webbsidan www.mfs.nu. Studenten anmäler sig själv på portalen och MFShandläggaren godkänner/avslår anmälan i portalen. Studenten skall anmäla sig senast tre veckor
innan kursstart. På MFS-portalen finns även tidigare MFSstudenters uppsatser och reseberättelser
samlade.!

!
!
7.3 Studentens MFS-vistelse!
!

Kostnader för boende samt resa till och från förberedelsekursen ska inrymmas i stipendiet.!

Institutionens företrädare ska informera sig om Utrikesdepartementets reserekommendationer
tillsammans med MFS-studenten som samtidigt har ett eget ansvar att inför och under sin fältvistelse
hålla sig informerad om Utrikesdepartementets (UD: s) reserekommendationer beträffande resmålet,
det land och/eller den region där man skall vistas, se www.regeringen.se. Väl i värdlandet är
stipendiaten själv ansvarig för sin säkerhet genom sina reseförsäkringar.!

!

Studenten bör vid ankomsten kontakta ambassaden för att meddela sin adress och kort informera om
uppsatsen. Ambassaden har inga skyldigheter att hjälpa studenten i uppsatsarbetet, varken i praktiska
eller teoretiska frågor.!

!

!ii

7.3.1 Handledare i Sverige!

!

Handledaren i Sverige ansvarar för att studenten är väl insatt i den metod hon/han ska använda samt
har kunskap om fältmetodik generellt. Dessutom ska handledaren hjälpa studenten att identifiera
kontaktperson i fält (se nedan) samt informera denna vad som förväntas av honom/henne. Under
studentens fältarbete ska handledaren i Sverige kunna stå i kontakt med stipendiaten för att eventuellt
hjälpa denna med handledning. Efter hemkomsten ska studenten få samma handledarhjälp som
övriga uppsatsstudenter vid institutionen.!

!
!

7.3.2 Kontaktperson i fält!
Kontaktpersonen i fält kan hjälpa studenten med praktiska arrangemang både före och under
fältarbetet. Kontaktpersonen kan få ersättning av studenten, från stipendiet, för mindre utgifter i
samband med sådan hjälp: t ex lokala resor, ersättning för material etc. Utöver detta får
kontaktpersonen ingen separat ersättning från programmet. Kontaktpersonen kan också vara ett stöd i
uppsatsarbetet. Institutionerna uppmuntras att främja sina kontakter med institutioner i värdlandet för
att underlätta fältarbetet och samarbetet med kontaktpersonen.!

!
!

7.3.3 Återbetalning!
Om stipendiaten av olika skäl inte alls skulle komma iväg på sin fältstudie eller om MFSstudien
avbryts eller förkortas skall stipendiet återbetalas. MFS-handläggaren på institutionen ska alltid
kontaktas i dessa fall. Handläggaren ska rapportera händelsen till IPK som fastställer eventuellt
återbetalningsbelopp.!

!
7.4 Studentens MFS-uppsats!
!

Uppsatsen ska skrivas på engelska eller värdlandets officiella språk som godtas av beviljande
institution. Efter avslutad rapport ska den bedömas i enlighet med de kriterier som gäller vid respektive
institution. I de fall två studenter har skrivit en uppsats tillsammans, men inte tillhör samma institution,
ska uppsatsen bedömas vid båda berörda institutioner. De studenter som har sökt MFS-stipendium
vid annan institution än sin egen ska lägga fram sin uppsats vid den institution de är inskrivna vid.!

!
!
7.5 Studentens reseberättelse från MFS-studien!
!

IPK ser gärna att uppsatsen sedan laddas upp på portalen på www.mfs.nu.!

På www.mfs.nu kan studenten skriva en reseberättelse från sin MFS-studie. På webbsidan finns
fullständiga anvisningar om hur man går tillväga. I dessa framgår bl.a. att MFS-handläggaren skall
godkänna reseberättelsen innan den publiceras i portalen.
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APPENDIX 2 | MFS Project description

Från avfall till vinstfall!
!

!

- en hållbar produktframtagning för befolkningen i Jinja, Uganda!

Projektbeskrivning!

!

Minor Field Studies 2012!
Karlstads universitet!
14 november 2011!

!

Projektdeltagare!

!
!
!
!
!

!

OJ Innovatörer!
Olga Sabirova Höjerström 890118 – 3767!
Jenny Annebäck 860402 – 5000!

Plats för fältstudier!

!
!
!

Jinja, Uganda!

Syfte och bakgrund!

!
Beskrivning av projekt!
!

!
Ett stort problem i Uganda idag är landets oförmåga att hantera de stora!
!
mängderna avfall som ansamlas, framför allt i de urbana och stadsnära!
!
områdena i landet1. Problemet med avfallet har resulterat i kraftiga!
!
föroreningar av vattendrag, såsom floder och Afrikas största sjö,!
Victoriasjön. Den stora mängden avfall beror till stor del av städernas !
höga!
befolkningstillväxt, konsumtionsvanor och den knappa sopsorteringen.!

!
!
!

!
!

Studier har tidigare gjorts på möjlig användning av avfallet och visar på!
att det här finns stor potential i vidare utveckling. Enligt rapporter från TT2,!

1 Ekere

W., Mugisha J. och Drake L. ”Factors influencing waste separation and utilization among!
households in the Lake Victoria crescent, Uganda”!
2 Sveriges Television (2010) Rapport: Smutsigt vatten dödar miljoner,!
http://svt.se/2.22584/1.1936481/smutsigt_vatten_dodar_miljoner?lid=senasteNytt_275222&lpos=rubrik_!
1936481, 13 november 2011!
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!
!
!
!
!

UNICEF3 och Röda Korset är situationen mycket allvarlig. Föroreningen av!
Victoriasjön har inte bara påverkat kvaliteten på dricksvattnet, problemet ligger!
också i att artrikedomen i sjön har drabbats och en del arter till och med har!
utrotats.4 Därtill drabbar det fisket hårt, som i sin tur redan är utsatt för!
överfiske.5!

!

!

I vår fältstudie vill vi arbeta med problematiken kring hur vi kan ta tillvara på!
!
avfallet och på så sätt minska föroreningen som sker i dagens Uganda. I och!
!
med detta också utveckla en produkt och tillverkningsprocess för denna som!
!
är användbar för lokalbefolkningen.!
!
!
!
Då en god avfallshantering är viktiga aspekter inom hållbar utveckling !
anser vi att detta område är en viktig fråga när det gäller den globala!
!
utvecklingen.!
!

!
Syfte!
!

!
Syftet med vårt arbete är att skapa medvetenhet hos den ugandiska!
befolkningen i synnerhet när det gäller avfallshantering och i allmänhet när det!
!
kommer till hållbar utveckling. En av principerna inom hållbar utveckling, enligt!
!
Fredrik Wikström6, är att bygga förändringsarbete på deltagande. Vi anser att!
!
denna princip är ett av de viktigaste medlen för en hållbar utveckling och vi!
!
tror att det är grunden till all förändring.!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Därför vill vi betrakta användaren som vår uppdragsgivare då vi utgår från!
dennes villkor och beteende. Det är i deras vardag vi vill hitta inspiration och!
samtidigt finna en lösning som passar just dem. Vi vill !genom att skapa ett!
engagemang och intresse hos användare generera en möjlighet till förändring!
som främjar en hållbar utveckling, lokalt som globalt. Vi skyddar den lokala!
miljön samtidigt som vi medverkar till att hushålla med naturens resurser.!

!
!
!
!
!
!

Vårt mål med denna fältstudie är att tillsammans med vår kontaktperson!
Sarah Keller på Uganda Innovation Factory utveckla en produkt som tar!
tillvara på en del av det vardagliga avfallet i området kring Jinja, Uganda.!
Produkten ska vara direkt anpassad till användarnas behov och likaså!
tillverkningen. I vår studie kommer vi att arbeta !utifrån designprocessen och!
dess ingående moment, se Moment.!

!

!!
!!
!!
!!
!!

3 UNICEF

(2011) Uganda, http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/uganda_60502.html, 13 november 2011!
Community: Problem i Viktoriasjön,!
http://www.aquaticcommunity.com/se/viktoria/problems.php, 13 november 2011!
5 Globalis: Uganda, http://www.globalis.se/Laender/Uganda, 13 november 2011!
6 Wikström Fredrik, Hållbar utveckling – En sammanfattning. Karlstads universitet, Avdelningen för!
energi-, miljö- och byggteknik, 2010-09-07.!
4 Aquatic
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Tidsplan!

!
!
!
!
!

!

Nedanstående Gantt-schema är vår preliminära tidsplan över MFS-tiden i!
Uganda. Avresa är beräknad till slutet av vecka 3 eller början av v 4 år 2012.!
Hemresa sker i vecka 11, då 8 veckors MFS-studier har genomförts. De!
ingående momenten i schemat förklaras nedan, under rubriken ”Metod”.!

MOMENT

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

V 10

V 11

Konkretisera problem
Brief
Research
Användaranalys
Kravspecifikation
Funktionsanalys
Idégenerering
Förbereda
delpresentation

!
Metod!

!
Konkretisera problem!
!

!
Under den första veckan kommer vi tillsammans med vår kontaktperson att!
!
diskutera kring vår problemställning. Vår kontaktperson, eller annan kontakt!
!
inom området, kommer att fungera som vår uppdragsgivare. Eventuellt !
omformuleras vår problemställning för att få en klar bild över problemet och!
!
underlätta arbetet.!

!
Brief!
!

!
Briefen är ett dokument som tydliggör den kringliggande bakgrunden till !
projektarbetet, problemformulering, uppdragsgivare och uppdragstagare, ! arbetets
syfte och mål samt de förutsättningar och avgränsningar som !
föreligger.
Briefen skrivs utifrån samtal med uppdragsgivare och godkänns!
!
sedan av denne.!

!

!
Dokumentet är levande, vilket innebär att det kan komma att ändras under!
!
arbetets gång. Briefen ska fungera som ett vägledande dokument och se till!
!
att arbetet drivs mot det satta målet och att lösningen besvarar!
problemformuleringen.!

!
Research!
!
!

Under researcharbetet undersöks eventuella nuvarande lösningar, material!
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!
!
!

och användningsområden samt statistik, information och forskning kring!
problemet. Här hämtas också information från andra branscher som kan!
komma att inspirera eller påverka arbetet.!

!
!
!
!
!

Detta moment genomförs mer eller mindre under hela arbetsprocessen.!
Eftersom vi befinner oss i en ny miljö under fältstudien kommer vi att tillägna!
oss mycket ny kunskap, dels från mötet med individer men också från de!
personliga intryck vi får under tiden. Dessa kunskaper kommer vara oss till!
nytta i slutändan och gör att researchfasen sträcker sig längs hela MFS-tiden.!

!

!
Användaranalys!
!

!
Detta är den primära delen av fältstudien och hela examensarbetet. Här läggs
!
grunden till förståelsen för problemet och därmed lösningen. Fokus här är att
!
möta användaren på deras villkor och på olika sätt studera !
användarsituationen. Studier av användaren görs främst genom ! observationer,
intervjuer och marknadsundersökningar. Även andra metoder !
kan komma att
användas. Man studerar här vem användaren är, hur !användarsituationen ser ut och
hur användarmiljön är.!

!
!
!
!

Resultatet av användaranalysen nyttjas vidare i kravspecifikationen. För att
visualisera resultatet används t ex verktyg som Moodboard och Persona, detta
görs för att få en helhetsbild av användaren.!

!
Kravspecifikation!
!

!
I kravspecifikationen klargörs och värderas de krav vi ställer på lösningen. !
Kraven hämtas dels ur informationen från researchen men främst från !
användaranalysen. Kraven ställs emot olika aspekter i användning och !
produktion, samt ur ett socialt, humant och ekonomiskt perspektiv. Därefter !
bedöms kraven utefter hur önskvärda och nödvändiga de är.!

!

!
Kravspecifikationen ligger sedan som grund i vidare arbete med !
konceptutveckling och val av koncept.!

!
Funktionsanalys!
!

!
I funktionsanalysen använder man de krav och funktioner som !
konkluderats i kravspecifikationen. För att få en klar bild av produktens!
!
funktionella lösning görs en sammanställning av dess huvudfunktioner!
!
och delfunktioner. Dessa sammankopplas sedan genom att definiera!
flödena av energi och material som sker mellan funktionerna. I slutändan har !
men en klar bild av den funktionella innebörden och kan använda detta vidare !
konceptutvecklingen.!

!
Idégenerering!
!
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!
Under idégenereringen använder vi oss av kreativa metoder som vi har lärt!
!
oss under utbildningen för att på ett systematiskt sätt få fram lösningsförslag.!
!
Metoderna hjälper oss att dels tänka kreativt men också att se utanför!
!
ramarna och hitta innovativa lösningar. Här arbetar vi tillsammans med vår
!
uppdragsgivare och individer ur målgruppen i workshops där vi fungerar som
!
processledare och driver det kreativa arbetet. Vi bjuder in dessa två grupper
!
för att få en bredd på kunskap och erfarenhet. Dessutom leder det ofta till !
väldigt intressanta lösningsförslag.!

!

!
Idégenereringen kommer vi att fortsätta med när vi är tillbaka i Karlstad, då
!
med medstudenter och andra intressenter. Idéerna kommer sedan att !
konkretiseras och utvärderas metodiskt för att senare kunna välja och utveckla ! ett
koncept.!

!
Förbereda delpresentation!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

Under den sista tiden i Uganda kommer vi att förbereda den delpresentation
som vi ska hålla vid hemkomst till KAU. Vid presentationen ska vi redovisa
den research och användaranalys vi arbetat fram samt förklara hur vi ska gå
vidare i projektet. Inför presentationen bör vi då alltså också ha planerat inför
vidare arbete och ha en tydlig struktur för detta.!

Förslag på alternativt upplägg!

!
!
!
!
!
!

!

Något som skulle kunna komma att påverka vår studie är att situationen skiljer
sig från det vi har granskat hemifrån. Detta kan komma att förändra eller helt
ändra vårt projekt. Om så är fallet kommer vi lösa det tillsammans med vår
kontaktperson. Metoden och tidsplaneringen kommer inte ändras då dessa är
anpassningsbara för alla eventuella projekt.!

!
En annan möjlig förändring som kan ske är den att vi avgränsar oss än mer i
!
vår problemställning. Detta kan ske på grund av att vi efter hand inser att !
problemet är för omfattande för denna typ av arbete.!

!
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APPENDIX 3 | Project plan 1st edition

!
!

Project plan!
!
!

MSGC12 Degree project for Degree of Bachelor of Science in Innovation!
and Design Engineering, 22.5 ECTS credits!
Karlstad University!
February 1st 2012!

!
!
!
!
!
Project group members!
!

Jenny Annebäck, Karlstad University!
Olga Sabirova Höjerström, Karlstad University!

!
Project partner!
!
Sarah Keller, Uganda Innovation Factory!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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1. Background!

!

This project is the degree project of the Bachelor of Science program in Innovation and
Design engineering at Karlstad University. The project extends from November 2011 until
June 2012, as the project also is a Minor Field Studies (MFS) project financed by the
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida).!

!

The project is being executed together with Uganda Innovation Factory (UIF), situated in
Jinja, Uganda. The project group is spending the first part of the project in Jinja, working
side-by-side with the project partner UIF.!

!

Uganda Innovation Factory is a product and graphic design company that works with local
designers to encourage Ugandan design and production for the global market. They give the
local designers an opportunity to improve their skills and infuse traditional styles with modern
techniques. As a way to exchange knowledge within the field, as well as creating an interest
for developing countries as Uganda, UIF organizes internships for students. The project
group is the first group of interns from Karlstad University, Sweden.!

!
!
Reference documents!
!
The following reference documents are found in the appendix:!
!
The Syllabus for the course, Syllabus MSGC12!
Guidelines for the project members, Guidelines!

!
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2. Objective!

!

Our aim is to develop a product or a concept together with Uganda Innovation Factory that
promotes local production and local economy, by using surplus material. By studying local
productions methods as well as locally produced material we want to create a solution for
sustainable production. The idea is that the product will be sold on the foreign market and in
that way generate a greater income for the local designers. The project will be finalized week
21 and the final report hand in week 23.!

!
!
Problem!
!

Using surplus material from factories to create a sustainable product!
or concept that can be produced or executed locally.!

!

!xii

3. Organization!

!
Project group members!
!
!

OJ Innovatörer!

!
!
!
!
!

!
Jenny Annebäck!
T: 0760 – 41 08 25!
@ oj.innovatorer@gmail.com!
Karlstad University!

!
!
!
!

Olga Sabirova Höjerström!
T: 0708 – 95 80 05!
@ oj.innovatorer@gmail.com!
Karlstad University!

!
!
!
!

Sarah Keller, General Manager!
T: +256 (0) 773 400 467!
@ info@innovateuganda.com!
www.innovateuganda.com!

!

!
!
Project partner!
!
!
Uganda Innovation Factory!
!
!
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4. Project structure!

!
Project planning!
!

The project planning consists of planning our trip to Uganda and the time after arrival in
Sweden. We have created a schedule that we will follow in Uganda, where we write what we
have done everyday. We will also have meetings every Monday to plan the activities of the
week but also follow up the previous week. For a more detailed project plan please see
Appendix 3, Gantt chart, and Appendix 4, Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). We are
planning to divide the project in two, to enable individual work, depending on what the
research phase, user analysis and idea generating will result in. When dividing the project we
´ll have individual project schedules.!

!
!
Research!
!
- Visit local factories.!
!

- Visit the local market and look at the surplus materials produced as well as study the!
production methods.!

!
- Interviewing local people!
!
- Observation!
!
!
User analysis!
!

After thorough research the target group will be defined and analysed through interviews and
observations. The study will be performed while in Jinja and surrounding areas in Uganda as
well as in Karlstad, Sweden. The result of the study will be used further on in the idea
generating process, as a starting point together with the product specification list.!

!
!
Function analysis!
!

The goal with doing a function analysis is to break down the problem into many small ones.
While doing that also decide what function they have, if it is a prime function or a secondary
function. When doing that one can eliminate or suppress some of the functions. Once you do
that it is easier to solve the smaller problems and therefore solve the whole problem.

!xiv

Product specification!

!

We will write a product specification list based upon our research in Uganda and that
answers the question what we are going to develop. The document will be changed and
upgraded as the process continues. This specification will be the guideline as a concept or a
product is chosen.!

!
!
Concept generating!
!

By organizing a few workshops and using different idea generating methods we will produce
many different concept ideas. These workshops will be done partly in Jinja, Uganda, with the
people who live here but also back in Sweden. This is because we want a broad spectrum of
ideas that we can work with and develop later. After this phase we hopefully have one or
many concrete ideas.!

!
!
Evaluation and choice of concept!
!

Here we will evaluate the ideas we got from concept generating. Thereafter one or two
concept will be chosen together with our project partner, and a document with a description
of how they function will be written. This specification will be detailed and provide a clear
picture of the idea.!

!
!
Concept development!
!

In this stage of the project we will develop the chosen concept further, this is done by
sketching and discussing different possibilities. The concept will likely develop while
prototyping and modeling as these two phases go hand in hand.!

!
!
Half-time presentation!
!

A short presentation of what we have done so far in the project. This presentation will be held
on 22nd of March.!

!
!
Examination!
!

This stage of the project consists of four parts; report, final presentation, exhibition and
opposition.!

!

Report!
An individual rapport will be written throughout the whole project. The report is handed in
week 22.!

!
!
!
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Final presentation!
Will be carried out week 22. We will present how we worked, what we have accomplished
and what we have learned.!

!

Exhibition!
Is held week 21. This is when we present our project for all students and the public.!

!

Opposition!
Is held on week 23. One of our course participants will object on our individual reports and
vice versa.!

!
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5. Comments on Gantt chart and resources!

!

The time schedule, the Gantt chart, is based on the different sections that we are going to
carry out during the course of the project, with estimated time requirements. We are aware
that the time schedule will come to change as the project continues however our aim is to
follow the tome schedule to the best of our ability during the entire project. The time resource
for the Bachelor degree project is 600 hours per person.!

!
!

6. Risk assessment!

!

There are many risks that can occur in our project. One of the biggest one is if one of us gets
sick and has to go home to Sweden, during our stay in Uganda. Another risk would be if we
don´t get as much background material as we need to proceed with the project in Sweden.!

!
!

7. Document management!

!

Documentation of the project will go on gradually throughout the project and will be uploaded
on the project folder on it´s Learning.!

!
Documents will be named with a descriptive title.!
!
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Appendix 1: Syllabus MSGC12!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Syllabus
!
!
!

Faculty of Technology and Science
Mechanical Engineering

Course Approval
The syllabus was approved by the Faculty Board of Technology and Science on 21 April 2008, and is valid from
the Spring semester of 2008 at Karlstad University.
Course Code: MSGC12
Degree Project for Degree of Bachelor of Science in Innovation and Design Engineering, 22.5 ECTS
Credits (Examensarbete för högskoleingenjörsexamen i innovationsteknik och design, 22.5 Swedish credit
points)
Degree Level: Bachelor
Progression Level: C

!
!
!
!
Learning Outcomes
!

Language of Instruction
Swedish
Prerequisites
112.5 ECTS credits completed on the Innovation and Design Engineering programme.
Major Field of Study
Mechanical Engineering

The aim of the course is that students acquire the ability to:
- apply the work method of an engineer and industrial designer in a product development project, or a product
and service development project
- carry out an independent project and present it orally and in writing, as well as critically evaluate the work of
others.

!

Upon completion of the course, students should be able to:
- identify, formulate, and delimit problems
- apply the knowledge and skills acquired during the course of studies on problems within the chosen field
- independently plan, carry out, and document a product development project or product and service
development project
- present the result orally and in writing, and adapted to a target audience
- document their own work in a report in accordance with engineering
- and scientific praxis
- review and give feedback on product development projects or product and service development projects, as
well as to be able to evaluate received comments on their own work.

!xviii

Content and Form of Instruction

!

The course work is done in project form, individually or in groups, under the supervision of teachers from the
university. In the case where students collaborate on a larger project, the individual contribution and area of
responsibility must be clearly defiend in the initial stage of the project. The degree project provides the students
with the opportunity to develop advanced knowledge in the field of innovation and design.

!
!

The course contains:
- supervision
- intermediate presentation
- final presentation
- exhibition
- opposition to the project report of another group/student

!
Reading List
!
!
Examination
!

See separate document.

Examination is based on the assessment of mandatory attendance and active participation in the intermediate and
final presentations, opposition, degree project exhibition, and on the documentation of the project in the form of
a written report.

!
Grades
!
!
Quality Assurance
!

One of the grades Fail (U) or Pass (G) is awarded in the examination of the course.

Follow-up relating to learning conditions and goal-fulfilment takes place both during and upon completion of the
course in order to ensure continuous improvement. Course assessment is based on student views and experiences
as reported in written course evaluations and/or group discussions. Students will be informed of the result of the
evaluation and of the measures to be taken.

!
Course Certificate
!
!
Additional Information
!

A course certificate will be provided upon request.

Students who enrolled before 1 July 2007 will complete their studies in accordance with the requirements of the
earlier admission. Upon completion students may request degree and course certificates to be issued under the
current ordinance if they meet its requirements.

!
!!
!!
!!
!!

The local regulations for studies at the Bachelor’s and Master’s levels at Karlstad University, ref. C2007/368,
stipulate the obligations and rights of students and staff.

Karlstads universitet 651 88 Karlstad, Sweden
Tel +46-54-700 10 00 Fax +46-54-700 14 60
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Appendix 2: Guidelines!

!

As to start off the project the project group decided on some guiding lines for how to perform
the project work. The guidelines function as a contract between the two members of the
group and will be applied during the course of the project.!

!
During the course of the project the project group members are supposed to:!
!
1. Be on time!
2. Take responsibility for the task!
3. Catch up if you have been absent!
4. Communicate!
5. Announce when you have a ‘bad’ day!
6. Be able to give and take criticism!
7. Make a list of pros and cons when in a discussion!
8. Have pulse meetings every Monday, to plan the week!
9. Work with front-loading!
10. Have fun while doing the project!

!

!
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Appendix 3: Gantt chart!

PROJECT PHASE
Project planning
Concretizing problem
Brief - Project plan
Research
User analysis
Specification of demands
Function analysis

51

52

Karlstad
1

2

3

4

5

6

8

Uganda
7

9

10

11

12

13

14

EASTER
22/3 Half-time presentation

15

16

18

Karlstad

17

19

20

21

22

23

28/5 Final presentation

30/5 Hand-in: Report

24/5 Exhibition
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Idea generating and development
Evaluation and choice of concept
Concept development
Modelling and prototyping
Half-time presentation
Report
Final presentation
Exhibition
Opposition

8/2 Hand-in: Project plan

Examination
Produktionsekonomi

Appendix 4: WBS
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APPENDIX 4 | Question guide to local producers
Questions used when interviewing local producers, concerning production and waste
management.

!

1. What do you do during one day at work?
2. What kind of material are you using in your production?
3. What kind of production methods do you use? Machines?
4. Where do you buy the materials?
5. Do you get any surplus/waste material from the production?
6. Who are your customers?
7. Do you have a specific target group for your product?
8. For how long have you been in this business?
9. Is it a family business?
10. Would you be interested in producing other products or/and in other materials?
11. Are you collaborating with the other tailors? Of no, would you be interested in doing it?
12. What is your daily salary? What do you charge for sewing a dress?
13. What is your name and age?

!
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APPENDIX 5 | Survey to supermarkets
Survey questions used when interviewing supermarkets in Jinja, concerning sales of bottled water
and drinks.

!

1. How many bottles of water, big/small ones, do you sell every week?
2. What other kind of drinks do you sell in plastic bottles?
3. From where do you purchase the water/the drinks?
4. How often do you order?
5. Do you collect empty bottles from your customers?
6. Would you be interested in doing it if it resulted in discounts when buying new

!

water from the producer?
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APPENDIX 6 | Survey to hotels & restaurants
Survey questions used when interviewing staff and management at hotels and restaurants in Jinja,
concerning the consumption of bottled water and the waste management.

!

1. How many bottles of water, big/small ones, do you consume at the hotel/restaurant weekly?
2. From where do you purchase the water?
3. What other kind of drinks do you sell in plastic bottles?
4. What do you do with the empty bottles today?
5. How much waste do you produce every week?
6. How does the waste management work at the hotel?
- Does someone collect the waste?
- Do you take it to the dump?

7. Do you, the staff, compress the bottles before you throw them in the rubbish bin?
8. Would you compress the bottles if you were able to do it in a fast way?

!
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APPENDIX 7 | Re-brief
Background!
After researching current situation of different factories regarding waste management we
have come to a conclusion that the waste management is very efficient and developed. We
have been studying different types of businesses such as textile, metal, cardboard and
plastics with an unexpected result of almost 100% waste recycling. While researching we
have observed that there is a problem with the management of empty plastic bottles, both
within households and public facilities. The problem is crucial since the bottles are often
disposed in the nature and therefore not taken care of. !
There is a current plastic recycling system in Uganda today but it is not fully utilized as the
gathering of plastic bottles is not efficient enough. We believe that there is a possibility to
facilitate and rationalize the recycling system of the bottles.

!

Problem!
We believe that there is two sub-problems regarding facilitating the recycling system of
plastic bottles. The problem is too big to define as only one problem that’s why we choose to
divide it into two sub-problems. One is meant to focus on product development while the
other focuses on the recycling system itself: !

!

Develop a product that facilitates the handling of empty PET water bottles.!
Design a concept for improving the collection of empty PET water bottles!

!

!

Objective!
The objective of this project is for the members of the group to carry out an independent
project accordingly to the design process. The project is also aimed to result in a
development of an applicable concept and product for the developing market.

!

Vision!
Our vision is to develop a product and a concept together with Uganda Innovation Factory
that promotes sustainable development. By encouraging people to recycle PET water bottles
we want to establish sustainable thinking among the society in a developing country were the
use of PET bottles is extensive and is growing. !
The project is expected to result in a physical prototype and a visually presented concept
model. The result will be demonstrated at an exhibition the 24th of May and at the final
presentation in the end of May in 2012. The documentation of the project will be handed in
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as a report on the 30th of May in 2012.

!

Prerequisites!
This degree project is a Minor Field Studies project which is administrated by the
International Program Office and financed by the Swedish International Developing
Cooperation Agency (SIDA). The major demand of a MFS project is a clear extension to
sustainable development and that at least 8 weeks of the project time is spent in a
developing country. !

!

Limitations !
The result is meant to be applied on the market in and around Jinja and Kampala in Uganda.
An additional limitation is the time frame of 600 working hours per group member. !

!

Jinja, Uganda
February 24th 2012!

!

Olga Sabirova Höjerström!
Jenny Annebäck!

!
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APPENDIX 8 | GANTT chart 2nd Edition
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APPENDIX 10 | Project plan 2nd Edition

PROJECT PLAN
Recycling system for PET water bottles in Jinja, Uganda
2nd Edition, revised April 12th 2012

!
!
!

!
Author: Jenny Annebäck
Project group members: Olga Sabirova Höjerström and Jenny Annebäck
Project partner: Uganda Innovation Factory

!
MSGC12 Degree project for Degree of Bachelor of Science in Innovation and Design
Engineering, 22.5 ECTS credits
Karlstad University
April 12th 2012

!
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BACKGROUND

This project is a degree project of the Study program in Innovation and Design Engineering at
Karlstad University. The project extends from November 2011 until June 2012, as the project
also is a Minor Field Studies (MFS) project financed by the Swedish International Development
Cooperation Agency (Sida) through the International Programme Office for Education and
Training in Sweden.

!

The project is being executed together with Uganda Innovation Factory (UIF), situated in Jinja,
Uganda. The project group is spending the first part of the project in Jinja, working side-by-side
with the project partner UIF.

!

Uganda Innovation Factory is a product and graphic design company that works with local
designers to encourage Ugandan design and production for the global market. They give the local
designers an opportunity to improve their skills and infuse traditional styles with modern
techniques. As a way to exchange knowledge within the field, as well as creating an interest for
developing countries as Uganda, UIF organises internships for students. The project group is the
first group of interns from Karlstad University, Sweden.

!

This Project plan 2nd Ed. declares the work structure of the second part of the project for the
group member Jenny Annebäck, when arrived in Karlstad, Sweden. It also explains the current
constitution of the project group and the members’ different focuses.

!
!
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REMODELING THE PROJECT

The project group executed a 4 week thorough research on the current situation of waste
management at different factories in and around Kampala and Jinja, Uganda. Through this field
study the project group came to an understanding that the waste management in industrial
Kampala and Jinja is well-developed. The businesses studied were within food, textile, metal,
cardboard, foam and plastics with an unexpected result of almost 100 % recycling of surplus
material. This resulted in a change of focus for the project group, as the situation was different
from what expected.

!

Instead the project group focused on waste management among tourists and locals in Jinja.
Through observations and interviews the project group observed a substantial problem with the
management of empty PET water bottles, both within households and public facilities. The
problem is crucial due to great consumption of bottled water in the area but also because of the
environmental problem created when bottles are often disposed in the nature. This comes as a
result of lack of information about recycling as well as an underdeveloped system for collecting
the bottles.

!

Thus, the project group decided to focus on the collection and recycling of PET water bottles in
and around Jinja. The problem was aggressed by dividing it into two different directions; one
focusing on a product facilitating the handling of empty PET water bottles and one focusing on
a concept that improves the collection of empty PET water bottles in the Jinja area. This project
plan describes the planned work and methodology for developing a concept that improves the
collection of empty PET water bottles in Jinja, Uganda, see 3 | OBJECTIVE below.

!
!
!
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OBJECTIVE

The aim with this project is to develop a concept together with Uganda Innovation Factory that improves
the current collection of PET water bottles from hotels and restaurants in and around Jinja for
transportation to Plastic Recycling Industries (PRI) in Kampala. By studying current logistic methods as
well as the behaviour of the user and the surrounding environment I want to create a solution that enables
an extended collecting of empty PET water bottles but also encourages the target group to recycle
thinking.

!
The project will be finalised week 21 for the exhibition and the final report will be handed in week 23.
!
3.1 | Problem

!

Design a concept for improving the collection of empty PET water bottles
from hotels and restaurants in and around Jinja.

!
!
!
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ORGANIZATION

4.1 | Project group members
OJ Innovators
Author:

Jenny Annebäck
T: +46 (0) 760 41 08 25
@ oj.innovatorer@gmail.com
Karlstad University

Co-member:

Olga Sabirova Höjerström
T: +46 (0) 708 95 80 05
@ oj.innovatorer@gmail.com

!

Karlstad University

4.2 | Project partner
Uganda Innovation Factory (UIF)
Sarah Keller
General Manager UIF
T: +256 (0) 773 400 467
T: + 47 (0) 932 66 874
@ info@innovateuganda.com
www.innovateuganda.com

!

Jinja, Uganda
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PROJECT STRUCTURE

The project structure for the second part of the project is found in the Gantt chart in Appendix 1:
Gantt chart, 2nd Ed. The included phases and steps in the chart are described more in detail below.

!

5.1 | Project planning
The planning of the remaining part of the project has been done by constituting a detailed Gantt
chart describing the different project phases, see Appendix 1: Gantt chart, 2nd Ed. The Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a document dividing the project work into different blocks, for
me to get an overview over the different areas of work that has to be done. The WBS-tree is
found in Appendix 2: WBS, 2nd Ed.

!

5.2 | Research
Gathering information
During the first two weeks of this second part of the project period the work will be focused on
finding useful and profitable information on current logistic system models for waste
management. The work will also include visits to local waste management facilities and further
contact with Rwenzori/Plastic Recycling Industries (PRI).

!

Mapping
The second week will also include mapping pattern behaviour within the target group, as well as
visualising the different system models and stakeholders found. If Rwenzori/PRI shows further
interest in this project a trademark analysis will be made of the brand Rwenzori. This is to clarify
the company’s profile and vision as well as the customers experience of the brand.

!

5.3 | Concept generation
After all research is made the creative process with generation of ideas will take place. This phase
will start with an idea generation session, possibly in the shape of a workshop. Thereafter one or
two concepts will be chosen and developed more in detail. The development phase will include
visualisation of concepts, and if there is time also prototyping and testing.

!

5.4 | Finalisation
The finalisation phase includes among other things the planning and preparation for the
exhibition at Stora Torget in Karlstad, both for the individual part as well as for the exhibition
itself. This will be made more or less throughout the project but mainly the weeks before the
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exhibition. The individual preparations consists of planning and building the stand but also
inviting people. The work with the exhibition will be to plan the mingle and event after the
exhibition.

!

The final presentation is held May 28th or May 29th for the examiner, the tutor and others invited.
This will be prepared for the weeks before and the material will be tried out on a test group a few
days before the presentation.

!

The report will be written throughout the whole project, to be finished and compiled after the
final presentation. Hand-in is on May 30th, after which oppositions will be held during week 23.

!
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COMMENTS ON GANTT

As project member I will strive for following the Gantt chart (Appendix 1: Gantt chart, 2nd Ed.) and
its deadlines as much as I can. To be able to follow-up my work and process I have created one
planned area and one outcome area - for every step in the Gantt chart. In this way I can register
when I did which activity and if I did it on time or behind time. This creates an easy tool for
follow-up and causes a ground for discussion further on.

!
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RISK ASSESSMENT

During this final part of the project there are many risks to consider. One is that the exhibition
stand or the presentation will not be ready on time. This can occur if the phases of generating
and developing the concept exceeds in time or if the studies for the examination in FEGB20
Produktionsekonomi do not go well. The stand and the presentation is crucial to the examination of
the course, why these things has to be considered as high priority. However, if there is not a good
and well-developed concept to present there is no material to examine.

!

Another risk that has to be taken into account is that if Rwenzori do not show any interest in the
project and that I no longer can work towards a collaboration with them. In case this happens I
will continue the project without any specific target collaborator, but with my project partner UIF
as a link to the market in Uganda.

!
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DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

Documents will be saved on my computer and will be backed-up on my memory stick. They will
be named with a descriptive title, after the content of the document.

!

All documents will have the same graphic profile as this document, thus the same fonts will be
used in accordance with the Project plan 2nd Edition, revised April 12th.

!
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APPENDIX 11 | Web-survey: Recycling
Final design for the survey Återvinning, written in Swedish, concerning recycling.
Published April 28th 2012, through SurveyMonkey (http://sv.surveymonkey.com), a free online survey
software. The link to the survey was published on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn the same day.

!

Enkätundersökning

Denna enkät är en del av den undersökning jag gör av människors relation till återvinning av material,
framför allt PET-flaskor. Undersökningen är en del i mitt examensarbete på
Högskoleingenjörsprogrammet i Innovationsteknik och design vid Karlstads universitet, våren 2012.

!Enkäten omfattar 10 frågor som rör återvinning i allmänhet och återvinning av PET-flaskor i synnerhet.
Den tar ca 3-4 min att genomföra. Frågor markerade med * är obligatoriska.
!Tack för att du ger mig några värdefulla minuter av min tid!
!Bästa hälsningar
Jenny Annebäck
!!
Om dig

1. Kön & ålder *
Kvinna
Man
Ålder:

!

Återvinning i allmänhet

2. Källsorterar du hemma? (ex. hårdplast, kartong, aluminium, kompost etc.) *
Ja, mer än 5 olika material
Ja, 3-4 olika material
Ja, 1-2 olika material
Nej

!3. Vad motiverade dig/skulle kunna motivera dig att börja källsortera? *

!

(Här kan du välja fler svarsalternativ)
Miljöaspekten
Närhet till återvinningsstation
Påverkan från familj/vänner
Information från kommun eller liknande
Installation av sopsorteringskärl under diskbänk
Belöning/ersättning/rabatt/gentjänst (ex. pant)
Annat:

Återvinningen av PET-flaskor
4. Hur ofta köper du dryck på PET-flaska? *
0-1 g/månad
2-4 ggr/månad
5-8 ggr/månad
9-12 ggr/månad
> 12 ggr/månad

!5. Återvinner (pantar) du flaskan? *
Ja, alltid
Ja, oftast
Ja, ibland
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Nej, aldrig
!6. Varför
väljer du ibland att inte panta?
(Här kan du välja fler svarsalternativ)
! Svarade du JA, ALLTID på föregående fråga kan du hoppa till nästa fråga.
! Långt till närmaste pantautomat
Tycker inte det är värt mödan
Panten är för låg
Glömmer av att panta
Vet inte om att det går att panta
Annan orsak, nämligen:

!7. När går du och pantar? *

När jag har pant
När jag går och handlar
När jag har pant och behöver handla
Vid annat tillfälle, nämligen:

!8. Hade du pantat PET-flaskor om du inte hade fått pengar tillbaka? *
Ja, på grund av:
Nej, på grund av:

!9. Vad tror du man producerar av återvunnen PET? *
!!
!!
!!

10. Hade du pantat mer om du hade fått mer information om vad man kan använda återvunnen PET till? *
Ja
Kanske
Nej

!

Tack!

Tusen tack för dina minuter och din hjälp!

!Har du några frågor angående undersökningen eller mitt arbete kan du kontakta mig via:
!jennyanneback@gmail.com
!Tack igen!
!Jenny Annebäck
!
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APPENDIX 12 | Results from web-survey

!
Results from the survey marked in bold.
!
Om dig

1. Kön & ålder *
Kvinna
Man
Ålder:

66 %
34 %
20 - 55 år
(Medelvärde: 26,5 år)
(Medianvärde: 25 år)

!

Återvinning i allmänhet
2. Källsorterar du hemma?

Ja, mer än 5 olika material
Ja, 3-4 olika material
Ja, 1-2 olika material
Nej

31 %
39 %
25 %
5%

!

3. Vad motiverade dig/skulle kunna motivera dig att börja källsortera? *

Miljöaspekten
71
Närhet till återvinningsstation
70
Påverkan från familj/vänner
17
Information från kommun eller liknande
18
Installation av sopsorteringskärl under diskbänk
46
Belöning/ersättning/rabatt/gentjänst (ex. pant)
35
Annat:
7
tydlig information, kunskap om hur det hjälper miljön, tvång/sopspioner, vana,
möjlighet i bostadsområde, större utrymme under diskbänk

!

Återvinningen av PET-flaskor

4. Hur ofta köper du dryck på PET-flaska? *
0-1 g/månad
2-4 ggr/månad
5-8 ggr/månad
9-12 ggr/månad
> 12 ggr/månad

32 %
35 %
21 %
5%
7%

!

5. Återvinner (pantar) du flaskan? *
Ja, alltid
Ja, oftast
Ja, ibland
Nej, aldrig

54 %
38 %
4%
4%

6. Varför väljer du ibland att inte panta?

40 st svaranden

!

Långt till närmaste pantautomat
45 %
Tycker inte det är värt mödan
28 %
Panten är för låg
10 %
Glömmer av att panta
50 %
Vet inte om att det går att panta
5%
Annan orsak, nämligen:
30 %
källsorteras istället, missformad/förstörd flaska, återanvänds, beror på utrymme,
ger till bättre behövande, ej pant i England/Norge (svaranden bodde där)

!
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!

7. När går du och pantar? *

När jag har pant
13 %
När jag går och handlar
29 %
När jag har pant och behöver handla
49 %
Vid annat tillfälle, nämligen:
9%
trångt i förvaringsutrymmet, aldrig, tillräckligt många, vid dålig ekonomi

!

8. Hade du pantat PET-flaskor om du inte hade fått pengar tillbaka? *
Ja, på grund av:

!Nej, på grund av:

!

67%
miljöaspekten
för skrymmande
det är enkelt
vana
välgörenhetsknapp
sorterar ändå allt annat
besök i butik
närhet till butik
ändå ingen stor ersättning
köper mkt dryck
moralen
annan anledning

71 %
6%
5%
3%
3%
1,5 %
1,5 %
1,5 %
1,5 %
1,5 %
1,5 %
3%

31 %
källsorterar istället
lathet/bekvämlighet
utebliven motivation
utebliven ersättning
för skrymmande
inte vid första gång
tidskrävande
ingen återkoppling
vet ej
annan anledning

32 %
26 %
13 %
7%
7%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%

9. Vad tror du man producerar av återvunnen PET? *

nya PET-flaskor
fleecetyg
plastartiklar (kärl, redskap)
kläder
plastförpackningar
plastpåsar
möbler
textilier
förbränning - energi
kuddar, täcken
bilinteriör
fyllnadsmtrl (ex. i asfalt)
golv
hårda väskor (ex. resväska)
leksaker
isolering
cellplast

!

57
30
29
14
10
7
5
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

10.Hade du pantat mer om du hade fått mer information om vad man kan använda återvunnen PET till? *
Ja
Kanske
Nej

26 %
46 %
28 %
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APPENDIX 13 | Interview with Returpack AB
Notes in Swedish from telephone interview, April 25th 2012, with Katarina Lundell, Marketing
Director, Returpack AB

!

Hur och varför startades Pantamera-kampanjen?
För att informera och inspirera kring återvinning.
Vi har ingen produkt - vi ville istället produktifiera beteendet och hittade inspiration i
70/80-talsreklamen ”Spola kröken”.

!

Begreppet och kampanjen ”Pantamera” uppkom i samarbete med en reklambyrå.

Vad är det starkaste argumentet bakom kampanjen?
Koppling mellan miljöintresse och pant/pengar (pengar stimulerar konsumenterna).

!

Mål: att 90 % av alla sålda burkar och PET-flaskor ska pantas. (Idag ligger siffran på 86 %)

Hur har kampanjen utvecklas under åren?
Pantamera-konceptet: reklamfilm, event på festivaler, föreningssamarbeten, pant-anläggningar

!

etc.

Vilken är den tänkta målgruppen för kampanjen?
Målgruppen är alla, men Returpack har framför riktat sig mot svenskar mellan 20-44 år och
15-29 år som räknas som två egna målgrupper.
Dåliga på att panta: yngre - andra inköpsbeteenden, bor i storstäder, inköpssituation.
Typiska personen som pantar: ”bond-Eva”, 50 år - planerar inköp, tar med inköpslista och
pant till butik.

Jag vet att ni hade en kampanj tillsammans med Panteriet, kallad Panta i Sverige, hur startade
den?
Returpack inte så mycket involverade, det var mest Panteriet som höll i kampanjen då det var
deras initiativ.
Idén bakom panterierna är att det ska öka enkelheten att panta, då man kan komma dit med
mycket pant utan att behöva stå och panta en och en flaska/burk.
Liknande insamling finns på Returpacks återvinningsfabrik i Norrköping: häller pant i en låda
där de räknas och sedan komprimeras. Där utförs tester för eventuell utökning senare. Men

!

utökningen får inte medföra några fler transporter, inte innebära en större kostnad.
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På vilket sätt lockar ni hotell- och restaurangbranschen till att panta mera?
Ingen riktad kampanj just nu, men den finns med på att-göra-listan.
Väldigt svårt att säga hur mycket som pantas från restauranger/hotell, men vet att det har en
stor konsumtion av PET-flaskor och burkar.
Har en del avtal med bryggerier som hämtar pant när de levererar dryck till restauranger/

!

hotell.

Hur fungerar er logistik idag med inhämtningen av pantade flaskor/burkar?
Automater:
NYTT SYSTEM: plastbalja bakom automat, fordon komprimera ytterligare en gång mellanstation - Norrköping
GAMMALT SYSTEM: uppsamlingskartong bakom automat - hämtas av bryggeri
Restauranger/hotell/servering:

!

MANUELLT SYSTEM: bryggeri lämnar dricka, tar med sig tomgods tillbaka

Har ni samarbete med något annat land ?
Endast informationsutbyte, då med Norge, Danmark, Schweiz.
Fått förfrågning om samarbete med andra länder men detta är inte möjligt, då Returpacks

!

uppdrag bestäms av ägarna och idag endast innefattar Sverige.
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APPENDIX 14 | Interview with Panteriet Sverige
Notes in Swedish from telephone interview, April 24th 2012, with Henrik Gulam, Marketing
Director, Panteriet Sverige.

!

Panta i Sverige-kampanjen, hur startade den? (i samarbete m Returpack)
Tillsammans med Returpack, en gemensam idé. Returpack tjänade nog inte så mycket på just

!

denna kampanj men det gjorde däremot vi på Panteriet, som fick en mängd nya kunder.

Hur gick den till?
Flygblad, följde upp med telefon och startade samarbeten.

!

Restauranger och hotell var ofta positiva efter att de verkligen förstått konceptet.

Vilka är era kunder, främst?
Panteriets affärsidé: att kunna panta stora mängder i närområdet där man bor/bedriver
verksamhet.
Kunder: främst privatpersoner men också hotell och restauranger.
Argument: idag körs okrossad pant från hela Sverige till Norrköping - onödig transport av

!

väldig mycket luft.

Hur mycket returförpackningar tar ni emot?

!

I dagsläget 100 000 enheter i veckan varav 60 % burk, 40 % PET.

Hur fungerar er logistik? Ni både hämtar och tar emot - vad gör ni mest?

!

Hämtar 50 %, tar emot 50 %.

Vad är ert främsta argument till att få kunder att använda sig av er?

!

Varför stå i butik och panta???

Vad är ert främsta argument till att få kunder att återvinna?
Ekonomiska aspekten väger tyngst även här i Sverige. ”Tyska” burkar är svåra att få in då folk
ej får någon ersättning och inte tycker det är värt mödan. Andelen sådana burkar som
konsumeras i Sverige är enorm. Returpack hade för något år sedan en kampanj där de gav en
ersättning till Livräddningen för varje ”tysk” burk som lämnades in på någon av deras

!

pantstationer - de lyckades då samla in 1,5 miljoner.
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Tömmeriet

!

Ny kampanj i Halmstad där fulla PET-flaskor och burkar som gått ur datum samlas in från olika
lager/grossister/butiker och töms mha en speciell maskin, innan förpackningarna pressas
samman och skickas med den andra panten till Norrköping.

!

Hittills i år har Tömmeriet samlat in 20 ton hittills, bara i Halmstadområdet.
Stor kund är Nettos lager i Falkenberg, med flera pallar i veckan.

!
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APPENDIX 15 | Stakeholder Map
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APPENDIX 16 | Stakeholder Map w. interactions
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APPENDIX 17 | Customer Journey Map
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Arrives at
breakfast

Prepares
breakfast
room

Attends
weekly staff
meeting

Holds
weekly staff
meeting

Receives
input from
staff

Orders
breakfast

Serves
breakfast

Gets food
& drinks

Eats

Takes food
order

Registered
on bill

Plans
upcoming
week
+ future

SERVICE PERIOD

Clears the
table &
brings bill

Receives
bill

Receives
payment

Pays &
gets receipt

Bill
printed

Registers
payment

Payment
registered

!liii

Goes to
bar

Buys
water

Serves
water to
guest

Payment
registered

Interacts with
other
guests

Arrives at
pool/
garden

Goes to
toilet by the
pool

Buys
water

Serves
water to
guest

Payment
registered

New order
for water

Returns
to room

Drinks from
minibar

Arrives at
restaurant

Showers

Collects
empty
bottles

Waste
disposal
station

Orders
cellection of
waste

Receives
order

Orders
food

Serves
food

Gets
food

Registered
on bill

SERVICE PERIOD

Clears the
table, gives
bill

Bill
printed

Pays bill

Receives
payment

Registers
payment

Payment
registered

!liv

Sleeps
Checks
out

Receives
souvenir

Gives
souvenir

Arrives
at home

Tells friends
about
vacation

E-mail
from travel
agency

Responds to
e-mail

Gets input
from travel
agency

P O S T- S E R V I C E P E R I O D

!lv

Goes to
bar

Returns
to room

Process
check-out

Registration
system

SERVICE PERIOD

!
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“Hotel Jinja
recycles bottles
like me!”

Week
PET (kg)

USH

!lvi

